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BACKGROUND
The City of Glendale, along with the Villages of River Hills, Bayside, Brown Deer, Fox Point, Whitefish Bay and
Shorewood, referred to as the North Shore Group, own and operate municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4)
that discharge to waters of the state. The North Shore Group has been issued a permit to discharge under the
Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systems (WPDES Permit #WI-S061565-04) in accordance with s. 283.33,
Wis. Stats., and subch. I. of NR 216, Wis. Adm. Code. State and Federal regulations require that MS4 operators shall
develop and implement a program to ensure that municipal operations are performed in ways that will reduce
contamination of stormwater discharges.
Per the State and Federal regulations, the program must include written documentation of maintenance
activities, maintenance schedules, and long term inspection procedures for Best Management practices (BMPs) to
reduce floatables and other pollutants discharged from the separate storm sewers. Specifically, the City of
Glendale, as part of the North Shore Group, WPDES permit requires the following for the Public Education and
Outreach portion of the permit:
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II.A Group Public Education And Outreach Conditions
The North Shore Group Permittees shall implement a written public education and outreach program
to increase the awareness of how the combined actions of human behavior influence storm water
pollution and its effects on the environment. The public education and outreach program may
incorporate cooperative efforts with other entities not regulated by this permit provided a mechanism
is developed and implemented to track the results of these cooperative efforts and reported annually.
The North Shore Group intends to collaborate and satisfy these conditions collectively. This does not
prohibit the North Shore Group Permittees from continuing to develop and implement unique programs
within their respective jurisdictional municipal boundaries.
The program shall:
1. For each topic in Table 1, identify targeted pollutants of concern, the targeted audience, delivery
mechanism and the entity responsible for implementation.
2. Address all topics at least once during the permit term with a minimum of 3 topics being addressed,
either collectively or individually, each year. Topics may be repeated as necessary.
3. Address the topics in Table 1 below:
#
1
2

3

4
5

6

Topic Area
Illicit Discharge
Detection and
Elimination
Household
Hazardous
Waste Disposal /
Pet Waste
Management /
Vehicle Washing
Yard Waste
Management /
Pesticide and
Fertilizer
Application
Stream and
Shoreline
Management
Residential
Infiltration

Construction
Sites and PostConstruction
Storm Water
Management
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Description
Promote detection and elimination of illicit discharges and
water quality impacts associated with such discharges from
municipal separate storm sewer systems.
Inform and educate the public about the proper management
of materials that may cause storm water pollution from
sources including automobiles, pet waste, household
hazardous waste and household practices.
Promote beneficial onsite reuse of leaves and grass clippings
and proper use of lawn and garden fertilizers and pesticides.

Promote the management of streambanks and shorelines by
riparian landowners to minimize erosion and restore and
enhance the ecological value of waterways.
Promote infiltration of residential storm water runoff from
rooftop downspouts, driveways and sidewalks through
implementation of green infrastructure best management
practices (BMPs) such as rain barrels, rain gardens and
permeable pavements.
Inform and educate those responsible for the design,
installation, and maintenance of construction site erosion
control practices and storm water management facilities on
how to design, install and maintain the practices.
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Pollution
Prevention

8

Green
Infrastructure /
Low Impact
Development
Snow and Ice
Control

9
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Storm water runoff from commercial properties and, where
appropriate, educate specific businesses such as lawn care
companies, golf courses, carwashes, and restaurants on storm
water pollution prevention planning to reduce pollutant
sources.
Promote environmentally sensitive land development designs
by developers and designers, including green infrastructure
and low impact development.
Promote BMPs for show and ice removal and inform specific
audiences such as snow removal/deicing companies, private
residences, industrial and commercial facilities, and residents
about resources that provide further information on methods
of reducing application of chemical deicers while maintaining
public safety.

II.B Individual Education and Outreach Conditions
Each MS4, must implement an education and outreach program designed to achieve measurable goals
based upon target audiences, specific storm water quality issues in the community, or identified
pollutants of concern. The permittee must:
1. Evaluate the Storm Water Education Needs of their individual community by October 31, 2022.
The permittee shall:
a. Conduct a survey or use other appropriate methods to identify their education needs.
b. Submit a list of prioritized storm water education needs for their community including the
methods and rationale used for prioritization.
2. Complete Targeted Education. The permittee shall:
a. By October 31, 2024, provide education and outreach within the MS4 boundary for at
least one prioritized education topic identified in Section II.B.1.
b. Develop metrics that will be used for measuring progress after the education event has
been held.
c. Submit as part of the permit application (due October 31, 2025), a summary of the results
of the education efforts and planned targeted education for the next permit term.

Failure to implement the state regulations cited above in Part II.A and II.B will result in the City of Glendale
being found in non-compliance with the North Shore Group’s WPDES storm water permit. An accepted practice for
establishing written documentation of maintenance activities is through the use of SOPs. This SOP has been
prepared and issued for Public Education and Outreach and has been named City of Glendale SOP No. MS4-SOP-1.
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INTRODUCTION
Objectives: This SOP prescribes the procedures to be used when performing Public Education and Outreach
activities in the City of Glendale MS4 area as follows:
• Provide background to the City staff regarding permit requirements for Public Education and
Outreach.
• Provide procedures to the City staff for implementing and maintaining a Public Education and
Outreach Program.
• Provide tools for tracking and documenting efforts towards achieving the goals for Public Education
and Outreach.
• Create general acceptance of Stormwater Regulations throughout the City.
Applicable/Responsible Personnel: All City staff performing and managing activities related to Public
Education and Outreach in the City of Glendale. See the Contact Information on page three (3) of this
document for specific City personnel responsible for the Public Education and Outreach program.
Previous Policy and Procedures Canceled/Superseded: MS4 program procedures governing Public
Education and Outreach that were in use at the time of the effective date of this SOP.

POLICY
The City of Glendale will maintain a Public Education and Outreach Program for the purpose of reducing
floatables and other pollutants from the City’s separate storm sewers and conveyance system. This SOP
will identify the components of the program that address the WPDES permit requirements. Each
component will address procedures and record keeping and reporting methods and requirements. Each
section requires identification of a person(s) responsible for overseeing the program and ensuring that all
permit requirements are being met and are able to provide the necessary documentation to the WDNR as
requested, or on the MS4 annual report. The program components will be assessed annually to determine
if any modifications need to be made in order to improve efficiencies and/or to meet all permit
requirements.

PROCEDURES
1. North Shore Group Annual Meeting
The City will attend and participate in the annual meeting conducted by the North Shore Group. This
schedule is set by the North Shore Group and meets at least once per year to discuss current issues
regarding stormwater runoff throughout the North Shore Group MS4s. The North Shore Group have
indicated that they plan to meet quarterly to exchange information and set group priorities. While
attendance is not mandatory at the quarterly meetings, the City will attempt to attend all meetings,
while ensuring a City representative will attend at minimum one meeting per year.
2. Participation in SWWT Water’s Respect Our Waters (ROW) Educational Campaign
The City will work directly with ROW on specific and direct topics, focusing on one target audience for
a specific duration of time. This allows the City to measure and report on the results from that time
period.
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3. Evaluate Storm Water Education Needs
The City will conduct a survey to identify education needs within the community. This survey will be
used to prioritize storm water education needs for the community to meet the Individual permit
requirements. Once the survey is completed by October 31, 2022, this information will be used to
develop metrics for measuring progress towards public education and outreach. The initial measurable
goal will be identifying target audience through the survey results.
4. Identification of Topics
Public Education and Outreach materials that are distributed will focus on ways to protect and improve
water quality in the City’s MS4 area. The schedule below outlines the topics that the City will focus on
each year. The letter next to the topic refers to the requirement within the WPDES Permit. For more
detailed information about each topic, please see Part II.A.1 of the permit that is found on page ii of
this SOP. Additionally, the schedule references the Appendix in which each year’s educational materials
can be found. It is the responsibility of the Director of Public Works to ensure that at the beginning of
the calendar year, the materials are the most current version and are distributed to City Hall.
YEAR

TOPIC

1

Illicit Discharge Detection and
Elimination (1); Pollution
Prevention (7)

2

Household Hazardous Waste
Disposal/Pet Waste
Management/Vehicle Washing
(2); Snow and Ice Removal (9)

3

4

5

Pollution Prevention (7);
Construction Sites and PostConstruction Storm Water
Management (6)
Yard Waste
Management/Pesticide and
Fertilizer Application (3);
Residential Infiltration (5);
Green Infrastructure/Low
Impact Development (8)
Stream and Shoreline
Management (4); Construction
Sites and Post-Construction
Storm Water Management(6)

MATERIAL
“1_SW_Basics.pdf”;
“1_Watershed”;
“1_Urban.pdf”;
“1_MMSD_HHW.pdf”
“2_AfterTheStorm.pdf”;
“2_CarMaint.pdf”;
“2_IceAndSnow.pdf”;
“2_MMSD_HHW.pdf”;
“2_PetWaste.pdf”;
“2_SaltWise.pdf”
“3_AfterTheStorm.pdf”;
“3_Construction.pdf”;
“3_ConstructionPermit.pdf”

TARGET
AUDIENCE(S)

APPENDIX

Entire Community Residential &
Commercial

A

Residential, Pet
Owners, Commercial

B

Commercial;
Properties with
LTMA

C

“4_BenefitsofTrees.pdf”;
“4_RainBarrels.pdf”;
“4_RainBarrels_MMSD.pdf;
Residential,
“4_RainGardens.pdf”;
Commercial
“4_RainGardens_MMSD.pdf”;
“4_YardMaintenance.pdf”

D

“5_ShorelandZoning.pdf”;
“5_Erosion.pdf”;
“5_Ponds.pdf”

E

Shoreline Properties;
Contractors

Table 1. Public Education and Outreach Material Schedule

5. Identification of Target Audiences
The City has identified target audiences according to the schedule in Table 1.
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6. Distribution of Educational Materials
The City has identified various opportunities to distribute educational material to residents and
businesses to continue to educate the public on stormwater issues and how they may work toward
improving the water quality in their watershed.
• At the beginning of each calendar year, the Director of Public Works, or their designee, will
ensure that the educational brochures are updated and displayed in a designated area at City
Hall. The materials will follow the schedule outlined in Table 1.
• The City will maintain updated and relevant educational information, as well as relevant links
to supporting websites, on the City website to help assist residents, businesses, contractors,
and developers to make informed choices about residential and business practices affecting
stormwater quantity and quality.

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
The City has a Public Education and Outreach plan implementation method in place, consisting of:
a. Completion and utilization of community survey that identifies topics, delivery method of
information and target audience
b. Designation of the person(s) responsible for the plan implementation

REPORTING & RECORD KEEPING
The City has a procedure to document the Public Education and Outreach plan. The program
documentation consists of the following:
a. Track public education and outreach activities for annual reporting to the WDNR. Tracking
includes, but is not limited to, amount of materials distributed, target audience, how the
materials were distributed, topics covered. The current tracking forms can be found in
Appendix F of this SOP.
b. Identification and description of any specific stormwater related issues identified by the City
throughout the calendar year. If specific issues arise throughout the year, the City will
incorporate those known issues into Public Education events or presentations.
c. Tracking documents will be kept in the MS4 Binder located in the office of the Director of Public
Works and provided to the WDNR at the time of the annual report, or as requested.

CONTACT INFORMATION
The City of Glendale has identified the person(s) responsible for overseeing the Public Education and
Outreach Program as outline in this SOP. The City Staff identified below is responsible for ensuring that all
permit requirements are being met and necessary documentation is being maintained to conduct a
program evaluation and to complete the MS4 Annual Report.
NAME
Charlie Imig

City of Glendale, Wisconsin

TITLE
Director of Public Works

PHONE
(414) 228-1746

EMAIL
c.imig@glendalewi.gov
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MODIFICATIONS
Any changes to this SOP shall be documented in the table below. If a change to the document occurs, the
updated SOP shall be submitted to the WDNR with the MS4 Annual Report.

DATE

City of Glendale, Wisconsin

DESCRIPTION

NAME
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SOP APPROVAL/ADOPTION
This SOP has been approved and adopted by the following individuals and is effective immediately:

Charlie Imig
Director of Public Works
City of Glendale

City of Glendale, Wisconsin
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YEAR 1 PUBLIC EDUCATION & OUTREACH
LITERATURE
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File Name: 1_SW_Basics.pdf
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File Name: 1_Watershed.pdf
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File Name: 1_Watershed.pdf
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LITERATURE

Appendix B
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File Name: 2_AfterTheStorm.pdf
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File Name: 2_IceAndSnow.pdf
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File Name: 2_SaltWise.pdf
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YEAR 3 PUBLIC EDUCATION & OUTREACH
LITERATURE

Appendix C
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File Name: 4_YardMaintenance.pdf
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File Name: 5_Erosion.pdf
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PUBLIC EDUCATION & OUTREACH
TRACKING FORM
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BACKGROUND
The City of Glendale, along with the Villages of River Hills, Bayside, Brown Deer, Fox Point, Whitefish Bay and
Shorewood, referred to as the North Shore Group, own and operate municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4)
that discharge to waters of the state. The North Shore Group has been issued a permit to discharge under the
Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systems (WPDES Permit #WI-S061565-04) in accordance with s. 283.33,
Wis. Stats., and subch. I. of NR 216, Wis. Adm. Code. State and Federal regulations require that MS4 operators shall
develop and implement a program to ensure that municipal operations are performed in ways that will reduce
contamination of stormwater discharges.
Per the State and Federal regulations, the program must include written documentation of maintenance
activities, maintenance schedules, and long term inspection procedures for Best Management practices (BMPs) to
reduce floatables and other pollutants discharged from the separate storm sewers. Specifically, the City of
Glendale, as part of the North Shore Group, WPDES permit requires the following for the Public Involvement and
Participation portion of the permit:

II.C Public Involvement and Participation
The permittee shall implement a public involvement and participation program that provides
opportunities for the public to effectively participate in the development, implementation, and
modification of the permittee’s storm water management program. The approach must include
provisions for receiving and considering public comments on the following permit activities: annual
reports, SWMP revisions, adoption of storm water related ordinances, and TMDL pollutant load
reduction benchmark development. The permittee shall also identify delivery mechanism and target
participants associated with each permit activity. Delivery mechanisms may include public workshop,
presentation of storm water information, government event (public hearing, council meeting, etc.)
citizen committee meeting, or website.
Failure to implement the state regulations cited above in Part II.C will result in the City of Glendale being
found in non-compliance with the North Shore Group’s WPDES stormwater permit. An accepted practice for
establishing written documentation of maintenance activities is through the use of Standard Operating Procedures,
or SOPs. This SOP has been prepared and issued for Public Involvement and Participation and has been named City
of Glendale SOP No. MS4-SOP-2.
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INTRODUCTION
Objective: This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) prescribes the procedures to be used when
performing Public Involvement and Participation activities in the City of Glendale MS4 area as follows:
• Provide background to the City staff regarding permit requirements for Public Involvement and
Participation.
• Provide procedures to the City staff for implementing and maintaining a Public Involvement and
Participation Program.
• Provide tools for tracking and documenting efforts towards achieving the goals for Public
Involvement and Participation.
• Create general acceptance of Stormwater Regulations throughout the City.
Applicable/Responsible Personnel: All City staff performing and managing activities related to Public
Involvement and Participation in the City of Glendale. See the Contact Information on page three (3) of this
document for specific City personnel responsible for the Public Involvement and Participation program.
Previous Policy and Procedures Canceled/Superseded: MS4 program procedures governing Public
Involvement and Participation that were in use at the time of the effective date of this SOP.

POLICY
The City of Glendale will maintain a Public Involvement and Participation Program for the purpose of
reducing floatables and other pollutants from the City’s separate storm sewers and conveyance systems.
This SOP will identify the components of the program that address the WPDES permit requirements. Each
component will address procedures and record keeping and reporting methods and requirements. Each
section requires identification of a person(s) responsible for overseeing the program and ensuring that all
permit requirements are being met and are able to provide the necessary documentation to the WDNR as
requested, or on the MS4 annual report. The program components will be assessed annually to determine
if any modifications need to be made in order to improve efficiencies and/or to meet all permit
requirements.

PROCEDURES
1. Public Notices
The City will continue to provide public notices for all public meetings through the City website,
newsletter, and other media.
2. City Website
The City will continue to post information on their website relating to the stormwater program. This
will include, but is not limited to, the Stormwater Management Plan and the MS4 Annual Report.
Additionally, all ordinances will continue to be available on the City website.

City of Glendale, Wisconsin
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3. Public Meetings
The City will continue to provide an opportunity for public comments and questions relating to the
City’s stormwater program during regularly scheduled council meetings. This will include, but is not
limited to, any stormwater ordinance updates, updates to the Stormwater Management Plan, and the
MS4 Annual Report. The City will continue to hold an annual meeting to approve the MS4 annual report
and to update City officials, residents, regulatory agencies, local contractors, and interested
stakeholders on progress of the City’s stormwater program.

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
The City has a Public Involvement and Participation plan implementation method in place, consisting of:
a. Designation of the person(s) responsible for the plan implementation
b. An annual evaluation of events supporting public involvement and participation.

REPORTING & RECORD KEEPING
The City has a procedure to document the Public Involvement and Participation plan. The City evaluates
and assesses the effectiveness of the program annually, during the permit term. The program
documentation consists of the following:
a. Maintain record of public notices for all public meetings held relating to stormwater issues.
b. Identification and description of any specific stormwater related issues identified by the City
throughout the calendar year. If specific issues arise throughout the year, the City will
incorporate those known issues into Public Involvement events.
c. Tracking documents will be kept at the Department of Public Works and provided to the WDNR
at the time of the MS4 Annual Report, or as requested.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
The City of Glendale has identified the person(s) responsible for overseeing the Public Involvement and
Participation Program as outline in this SOP. The City Staff identified below is responsible for ensuring that
all permit requirements are being met and necessary documentation is being maintained to conduct a
program evaluation and to complete the MS4 Annual Report.
NAME
Charlie Imig

TITLE
Director of Public Works

PHONE
(414) 228-1746

EMAIL
c.imig@glendalewi.gov

MODIFICATIONS
Any changes to this SOP shall be documented in the table below. If a change to the SOP occurs, the updated
SOP shall be submitted to the WDNR with the MS4 Annual Report.

DATE

City of Glendale, Wisconsin

DESCRIPTION

NAME
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SOP APPROVAL/ADOPTION
This SOP has been approved and adopted by the following individuals and is effective immediately:

Charlie Imig
Director of Public Works
City of Glendale
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Section 1: Overview
1.1 Introduction
The City of Glendale, WI is one of several communities in Milwaukee County that own and operate
municipal separate storm sewer systems that discharge to waters of the state of Wisconsin. The other
communities include: The Villages of Bayside, Brown Deer, Fox Point, River Hills, Whitefish Bay, and
Shorewood. These seven communities, referred to as the North Shore Group, have joined together to
ensure their part in restoring and maintaining the integrity of Wisconsin waters through pollution
prevention and stormwater management.
The State of Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) has issued the North Shore Group a
permit to discharge stormwater from all portions of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4)
under the Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systems (WPDES Permit No. WI-S061565-03). This
WPDES permit regulates discharges from the North Shore Group’s MS4 in accordance with s. 283.33,
Wis. Stats., and subch. I. of NR 216, Wis. Adm. Code.
The North Shore Group Permit requires that each community address each of the following:
1. Public Education and Outreach
2. Public Involvement and Participation
3. Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE)
4. Construction Site Pollutant Control
5. Post-Construction Stormwater Management
6. Pollution Prevention
7. Stormwater Quality Management
8. Storm Sewer Systems Map
The Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) has been
developed by the City of Glendale to address the requirements of the North Shore Group WPDES
Permit. See Appendix C for Part III.A of the WPDES permit that addresses requirements for the City’s
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination program.

1.2 Background and Definitions
The City of Glendale storm drainage system discharges to the Milwaukee River, Lincoln Creek, Brown
Deer Creek and to neighboring communities. In addition to stormwater runoff, the storm drainage
system connected to each of these outfalls has the potential to carry other discharges introduced to the
stormwater drainage system such as sanitary sewage, waste oil, industrial waste, and other substances
that may harm downstream water quality. The term “illicit discharge” is generally used to refer to any
discharge to a storm drainage system that is not composed entirely of stormwater, except those
discharges allowed by an ordinance or permit.
The Center for Watershed Protection (CWP) has published a manual titled Illicit Discharge Detection and
Elimination, A Guidance Manual for Program Development and Technical Assessments (October 2004).
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This document, referred to as the “CWP Guide”, uses a four-part definition for illicit discharges, including
the following:
1. Illicit discharges have a measurable flow during dry weather containing pollutants and/or
pathogens. Storm drains having measurable flow but no pollutants are simply considered a
discharge.
2. Illicit discharges have a unique frequency, composition, and mode of entry in the storm drainage
system.
3. Illicit discharges may be caused when the sewage disposal system interacts with the storm
drainage system through illegal cross connections or other sources.
4. Illicit discharges may be produced from specific source areas and operations known as
“generating sites.” An understanding of the interaction between these potential generating
sites and the storm drainage system can be helpful in locating and preventing illicit discharges.
The North Shore Group WPDES Permit and the City of Glendale Title 6 Public Works Ordinance, Sec.
6.5.13 Illicit Discharges and Unauthorized Connections, prohibit any person from discharging, spilling or
dumping “substances or materials which are not entirely composed of stormwater into receiving bodies
of water, storm sewers of drainage facilities, or onto driveways, sidewalks, parking lots or other ways
that discharge into the drainage system.”
Several exceptions are in place, so long as they do not adversely impact the stormwater:
1. Discharges authorized by a permit issued by the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources;
2. Discharges resulting from firefighting activities;
3. Discharges in compliance with construction site erosion controls or stormwater management
regulations applicable to already developed or currently vacant property;
4. Discharges from uncontaminated groundwater, potable water source, roof drains, foundation
drain and sump pump, air-conditioning condensation, springs, lawn watering or irrigation,
individual residential car washing, watermain and hydrant flushing, and swimming pools if the
water has been dechlorinated.

Modes of Entry
The CWP Guide describes potential direct and indirect modes of entry for illicit discharges to the storm
drainage system. Direct entry means the discharge is directly connected to the storm drain through a
sewage pipe, shop drain, or other kinds of pipe. Indirect entry means that flow generated outside the
storm drainage system enter through storm drain inlets or by infiltrating through the joints of the pipe.
Primary sources of direct entry include the following:
1. Sewage cross connections.
2. Straight pipe connections – straight pipe connections refer to small diameter (typically) pipes
that intentionally bypass the sanitary connection or septic drain fields, producing direct
discharge to open channels, streams, lakes, or other water resources.
3. Industrial and commercial cross connections – These occur when industrial or commercial wash
water, process water, or other illicit flows enter the storm drainage system, typically through
floor drains connected to systems improperly connected to the storm drainage system. These
are most prevalent in older industrial areas.
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Primary sources of indirect entry to the storm drainage system include the following:
1. Groundwater seepage – Groundwater seepage usually consists of relatively clean water but can
mask other illicit discharges. For example, groundwater seepage may include diluted sewage if
the storm and sanitary sewer systems are close together.
2. Spills – These may occur when a spill travels across an impervious surface and enters a storm
drain inlet.
3. Dumping liquid into a storm drain inlet – This occurs when liquid wastes such as oil, grease,
paint, solvents, and various automotive fluids are dumped into the storm drain. One example of
an intermittent discharge of this type is cleaning deep fryers in the parking lot of fast food
operations.
4. Outdoor washing activities – This may or may not produce illicit discharges, depending on the
nature of the activity. Routine washing of fueling or outdoor storage areas, power washing of
parking lots, and cleaning construction equipment outdoors are examples of activities that may
produce illicit discharges.

Land Use and Generating Sites
Experience in other communities indicates that land use can be a good predictor of the likelihood of
illicit discharges. For example, residential areas may be sources of indirect discharges from activities
such as waste oil dumping, or car washing. Commercial areas are the most prominent sources of
discharges from outdoor washing, disposal of food wastes, car fueling, repair, washing, and other
activities. Figure 1, an excerpt from the CWP Guide, provides an overview of common discharges from
various land use types. It should be noted that WDNR regulations exempt some of the activities listed in
this table, such as individual residential car washing.
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Figure 1. Land Uses, Generating Sites and Activities that Produce Indirect Discharges
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Regulatory Requirements
In recognition of the potentially harmful impacts of illicit discharges, WNDR has identified development
of an Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) program as a condition of the City’s Stormwater
Discharge Permit. Specific program requirements are included in Part II, Section D of the WPDES
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System Permit No. WI-S061565-04 (included in Appendix C). The
WPDES permit requires the following for the Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination portion of the
permit:
II.D Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Each municipality shall continue to implement a program to detect, remove, and eliminate illicit
connections and discharges to the municipal separate storm sewer system. The program must
include:
1. Ordinance: An ordinance or other regulatory mechanism, at a minimum, to:
a. Prohibit illicit discharge, spilling or dumping of non-storm water substances
or material into the permittee’s MS4 or waters of the state.
b. Identify non-storm water discharges or flows that are not considered illicit
discharges. Non-storm water discharges that are not considered illicit
discharges including water line flushing, landscape irrigation, diverted
stream flows, uncontaminated groundwater infiltration, uncontaminated
pumped groundwater, discharges from potable water sources, foundation
drains, air conditioning condensation, irrigation water, lawn watering,
individual residential car washing, flows from riparian habitats and
wetlands, firefighting, and discharges authorized under a WPDES permit
unless identified by the permittee as significant source of pollutants to
waters of the state.
c. Establish inspection and enforcement authority.
d. The ordinance shall be updated no later than November 30, 2021. If after
November 30, 2021, the permittee becomes aware the ordinance is out of
date, the permittee shall update the ordinance within 3 months.
2. Dry Weather Outfall Screening: A written IDDE field screening procedure. At a
minimum, the procedure must include:
a. The name, title, and phone number of the individual(s) responsible for field
screening activities.
b. Field screening during dry weather periods (72 hours after measurable
rainfall) at the MS4 outfalls.
i. Location. Screening locations shall be selected by the following
criteria:
1. All major outfalls which showed no indication of illicit
discharges during the previous permit term. Annually, at
least 20 percent of such major outfalls shall be screened, on
a rolling basis, such that at the end of the permit term all
major outfalls which showed no indication of illicit
discharges during the previous permit term have been
screened.
2. All major outfalls which showed evidence of illicit discharges
or exceeded a parameter action level during the last two
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samplings under the preceding permit term shall be
evaluated at a minimum one time per year.
3. All other outfalls regardless of size, which have been
identified as a priority screening location. Each permittee
shall develop a prioritization structure begin inspecting
priority outfalls by May 1, 2022. At least 20 percent of such
priority outfalls shall be screened annually.
ii. Visual Observation. A narrative description of visual observations
including color, odor, turbidity, oil sheen or surface scum, trash,
flow rate, condition of conveyance system or outfall, and any other
relevant observations regarding the potential presence of nonstorm water discharges or illicit dumping shall be completed for
each outfall visited.
iii. Field Analysis. If flow is observed, a field analysis must be conducted
to determine the cause of the dry weather flow. The field analysis
shall include sampling for pH, total chlorine, total copper, total
phenol, and detergents unless the permittee elects to use
alternative indicator parameters such as ammonia, potassium, and
fluoride. Other alternative indicator parameters may be authorized
by the Department in writing. Where appropriate, pollutant
parameter action levels identified by the permittee must be
considered. Field analysis procedures shall describe when other
investigation methods such as dye testing or televising will be used.
iv. Pollutant parameter action levels that will be used as part of the
field screening and analysis under Section II. D. 2. b) (3). The action
levels will identify concentrations for identified pollutants that, if
exceeded, will require further investigation, which may include
laboratory analysis, to identify the source the illicit discharge.
v. Laboratory Analysis. If general observations and field screening
indicate the presence of a suspected illicit discharge and the source
or cause of the illicit discharge cannot be determined through other
investigatory methods, the permittee shall collect a water quality
sample for laboratory analysis for ongoing discharges. The water
quality sample must be analyzed for pollutant parameters or
identifiers which will aid in the determination of the sources of the
illicit discharge.
c. Documentation. Visual observation and field screening results shall be
recorded for each outfall and kept for 5 years. A summary of results shall be
included with the annual report.
3. Investigation and Elimination Procedures. The permittee shall have written
procedures for investigating and responding to known or suspected illicit discharges.
Procedures must be developed for all of the following:
a. The name, title and phone number of the individual(s) responsible for
responding to reports of illicit discharges and spills.
b. Immediately investigating portions of the municipal separate storm sewer
system that, based on the results of visual observation, field screening,
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c.
d.
e.

f.

g.
h.
i.

j.

laboratory analysis, or other relevant information, such as a complaint or
referral, indicates a reasonable potential for containing illicit discharges.
Responding to spills that discharge into and/or from the MS4 including
tracking the source of the spill if unknown.
Preventing and containing spills that may discharge into or are already
within the MS4.
Immediately notifying the Department in accordance with ch. NR 706, Wis.
Adm. Code, if the permittee identifies a spill or release of a hazardous
substance, which results in the discharge of pollutants into waters of the
state. The Department shall be notified via the 24-hour toll free spill hotline
at 1-800-943-0003. The permittee shall cooperate with Department in
efforts to investigate and prevent such discharges from polluting waters of
the state.
Elimination of the illicit discharge as soon as practicable.
i. Once the source of an illicit discharge is determined, the permittee
must take appropriate action to seek to eliminate the illicit
discharges within 30 days. This includes an initial evaluation of the
feasibility to eliminate the discharge within 30 days. The permittee
shall contact the Department if the illicit discharge cannot be
eliminated in the 30-day time period.
ii. If the permittee determines the elimination of the illicit discharge
will take more than 30 days due to technical, logistical or other
reasonable issues, the permittee must develop and implement an
illicit discharge elimination plan to remove the illicit discharge in an
expeditious manner. The elimination plan must be submitted to the
Department within 45 days of determining the source of an illicit
discharge. In lieu of developing and implementing an individual
elimination plan for common types of illicit discharges, the
permittee may document and implement response procedures, a
response plan, or similar document. The action plan, response
procedures, response plan or similar document must include a
timeframe for elimination of the illicit discharge as soon as
practicable.
Elimination of any leakage or discharge from sanitary conveyance systems
into the MS4 as required in s. NR 216.07 (3) (h), Wis. Adm. Code.
Providing the Department with advance notice of the time and location of
dye testing within a MS4.
Notification of adjacent municipality. In the case of an illicit discharge that
originates from the municipality’s permitted area and discharges directly to
a storm sewer system or property under the jurisdiction the adjacent
municipality, the first municipality shall notify the affected municipality
within one working day.
Documentation. The permittee shall maintain a system for documenting
complaints, referrals, and any actions taken to investigate or eliminate an
illicit discharge. A summary of illicit discharge activities for each year shall
be included in the annual report.
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4. Enforcement Response. Include documentation in an enforcement response plan or
similar document, by April 30, 2023, a description of the enforcement response
procedures the permittee implements when an illicit discharge investigation
identifies a responsible party.
5. Training: All staff responsible for implementation of the IDDE program shall receive
training at least once per permit term. This includes office staff, field staff, and
emergency response staff.
III.A.4 FECAL COLIFORM REDUCTION EFFORTS:
a) Each permittee shall develop an action benchmark for bacteria for their Illicit Discharge
Screening program as described in Section II. D. 2. b) 4 by May 1, 2022.
b) Fecal Coliform Inventory: By April 30, 2024, the permittee shall develop and submit to the
Department an inventory of fecal coliform sources and a map indicating the locations of the
potential sources of fecal coliform entering the MS4. The inventory shall be in tabular format
and include a label code, location, description, and ownership of the source. The map shall
identify the location of the sources by label code. The inventory shall consider flow variation
in its identification of sources. The inventory and map shall include the following sources:
(1) Known or suspected leaking or failing septic systems
(2) Sanitary sewer overflow locations
(3) Livestock and domesticated animals housed or raised within the MS4 permitted area and
discharging into the MS4, but not including household pets
(4) Zoos, kennels, animal breeders, pet stores, and dog training facilities
(5) Waste hauling, storage, and transfer facilities
(6) Areas that attract congregations of nuisance urban birds and wildlife
(7) Known or suspected properties with inadequate food or organic waste handling or
storage
(8) Composting sites or facilities
(9) Known or suspected areas with improper human sanitation use
(10)Any other source that the permittee identifies as discharging to the MS4
c) By October 31, 2025, the permittee shall develop and submit to the Department a fecal
coliform source elimination plan. The plan shall include:
(1) Prioritization of source removal with and explanation of the prioritization criteria.
Prioritization criteria shall include, at a minimum, fecal coliform source, exposure risk, ease
of removal, and cost.
(2) A description of the type and extent BMPs to be employed to address each source.
(3) A cost estimate of BMP implementation, operation, and maintenance.
(4) A schedule for implementation of the bacteria elimination plan that reflects expeditious
reduction with specific actions or benchmarks identified to be implemented during the
next permit term.
(5) BMPs identified may be structural, non-structural, targeted outreach, new or revised
ordinances, new design criteria, or new plan review considerations, but the plan shall
include rationale for using each BMP, the reasons selection of each BMP, and the expected
result of BMP implementation.
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1.3 Receiving Waters and Impairments
Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act requires each state to assess and publish a list of impaired waters
every two years. The information from Table 1 is derived from the 2020 Wisconsin DNR Impaired
Waters List. Impaired waters do not meet water quality standards and may not support recreation or
public health and welfare.
Waterbody Name
Milwaukee River

Lincoln Creek

Pollutant

Probable Source Contributing to Pollutant

E. Coli

Source Unknown

Metals

Contaminated Sediments, Industrial Point Source Discharge

Total Phosphorus

Discharges from MS4, Non-Point Source (Urban)

Polychlorinated
Biphenyls (PCBs)

Contaminated Sediments, Industrial Point Source Discharge

Chloride

Road salt

PAHs

Non-Point Source (Urban)

Polychlorinated
Biphenyls (PCBs)

Contaminated Sediments, Industrial Point Source Discharge

Metals

Contaminated Sediments, Industrial Point Source Discharge

Sediment, TSS

Stormwater Runoff

Total Phosphorus

Discharges from MS4, Non-Point Source (Urban)

Brown Deer Creek Chloride

Road salt

Table 1. 2020 Wisconsin DNR Impaired Waters List

The Milwaukee River, Lincoln Creek and Brown Deer Creek are listed on the 2020 303(d) list of impaired
waterbodies. The Milwaukee River is listed for E. coli, metals, phosphorous, and PCBs. Lincoln Creek is
listed for chloride, PAHs, PCBs, metals, sediment and phosphorous. And Brown Deer Creek is listed for
chlorides. Each of these pollutants are defined below.
E. Coli
E. coli is a bacteria present in the feces of warm-blooded animals. E. coli in surface waters indicates the
presence of pathogens that can cause illness in humans.
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Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
PCBs, which are now banned in the United States, can accumulate in fish tissue from both the water in
which fish live and the food the consume if either or both have been contaminated in the past.
Metals
Heavy metals, such as zinc, nickel copper and lead when dissolved in surface waters can have harmful
effects on aquatic life. When dissolved, metals can interfere with the bodily functions of fish and
aquatic insects.
Total Phosphorus
Phosphorus promotes plant growth. Excessive phosphorous can cause an excess of algae blooms which
affect the amount of oxygen in the water and decrease light penetration.
Chloride
Chloride in fresh water occurs naturally, however, recent increases in chloride concentrations are
attributed to human activities, such as road salt, sewage contaminates and water softeners.
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)
PAHs are a class of chemicals that occur naturally in coal, crude oil, and gasoline.
Sediment/Total Suspended Solids
Sediment is made up of loose particles of sand, silt and clay. While it is a natural part of rivers and
streams, in excess amounts, sediment can cloud the waters and its tributaries, harming wildlife. Sources
of sediment include eroding land, streambanks, and shorelines.
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1.4 Objective
The primary goal of the stormwater permit program is to improve the quality of surface waters by
reducing the amount of pollutants potentially contained in the stormwater runoff.
This SOP will:
1. Provide regulatory and technical background regarding illicit discharges;
2. Identify and describe City owned outfall locations;
3. Outline procedures for visual inspections and field screening of outfalls;
4. Outline procedures for responding to known or suspected illicit discharges;

1.5 Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination Team
The Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination team is responsible for developing, implementing,
maintaining, and revising the Guidelines and Standard Operating Procedure. The members of the team
are familiar with the management and operations of the City of Glendale’s procedures
The member(s) of the team and their responsibilities are as follows:
Chief:

Title:

Charlie Imig

Director of Public Works

Phone: 414-228-1746
Responsibilities: Implementing and maintaining program, record keeping, submitting reports,
conducting inspections, conducting the annual compliance evaluation, signing and submitting the
required certifications, point-of-contact for regulatory officials.
Leader:

Title:
Phone:

Responsibilities: Implementing and maintaining program, record keeping, conducting inspections,
employee training, daily onsite housekeeping.
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1.6 Standard Operating Procedure for Illicit Discharge Detection and
Elimination Certification
Operator:

City of Glendale

Operator Address:

5909 N Milwaukee River Parkway
Glendale, WI 53209

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction
or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gather
and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the
system or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted is
to the best of my knowledge and belief true, accurate and complete. I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting false information including the possibility of fine and imprisonment
for knowing violations.

Name:

Charlie Imig

Title:

Signature:

Director of Public Works
Date:
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Section 2: Outfall Screening
2.1 Outfall Locations
Based on the WPDES Permit language, an outfall is defined as, “the point at which stormwater is
discharged to waters of the state or leaves one municipality and enters another.” The City of Glendale
MS4 area discharges into the Milwaukee River, Lincoln Creek, Brown Deer Creek, and storm sewer
systems owned by other entities. Table 2 outlines all major and priority outfalls located in Glendale’s
MS4 area. See Figure 2 for a map showing all major and priority outfall locations, and Figures 3-19 for
photos of some of these outfalls.

Outfall Classification
The outfalls throughout the City have been classified as either major or minor, as well as if it is a priority
outfall. This determination has been made based on the following criteria:
1. Major Outfall means a municipal separate storm sewer outfall that meets one of the following
criteria:
a. A single pipe with an inside diameter of 36 inches or more or equivalent conveyance
(cross sectional area of 1,018 square inches) which is associated with a drainage area of
more than 50 acres.
b. A municipal separate storm sewer system that receives storm water runoff from lands
zoned for industrial activity that is associated with a drainage area of more than 2 acres
or from other lands with 2 or more acres of industrial activity, but not land zoned for
industrial activity that does not have any industrial activity present.
2. Priority outfalls can be either major or minor outfalls that have a higher potential for illicit
discharges. Contributing drainage area characteristics or land uses that should be considered
when selecting priority outfalls include:
a. History of known or suspected illicit discharges reported within the last five (5) years.
b. Section of storm sewer and/or sanitary sewer infrastructure that have exceeded or are
approaching their design/useful life.
c. Contributing drainage areas with 80 or more percent impervious.
d. Business or industrial parks with frequent changes in property ownership or operations.
e. Schools or other institutional facilities.
f. Commercial or industrial operations that generate wastewater or wash water including
food processing, metal plating or machining shops, auto and scrap recyclers, commercial
car washes and chemical manufacturers or users.
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ID

SIZE (in)

BDcr
FP-1
LC-2
LC-3
LC-145a
LC-145b

48”x10”
42”
24”
36”
54”
66”

MAJOR/
MINOR
Major
Major
Minor
Major
Major
Major

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

DRAINAGE
AREA (Ac)
93
61
39
17.1
36
28

Brown Deer Creek
Fox Point
Ditch
Milwaukee
Ditch
Ditch

STORM
SHED
BDcr
FP1
LC2
LC3
LC145
LC145

LC-145c
LC-145d
LC-145e
MR-3
MR-5
MR-7b

98”x63”
15”x96”
54”
36”
42”
36”

Major
Major
Major
Major
Major
Major

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No

100
105
120.8
62.9
48.4
96

Ditch
Milwaukee
Wiscona Stormwater Pond
Milwaukee River
Milwaukee River
Milwaukee County

LC145
LC145
LC145
MR3
MR5
MR7

MR-8
MR-11
MR-13
MR-17
MR-19
MR-23

66”
36”
42”
78”
42”
38”x60”

Major
Major
Major
Major
Major
Major

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

147.9
47
67.1
242
38.8
46.9

Milwaukee River
Milwaukee River
Milwaukee River
Milwaukee River
Milwaukee River
Milwaukee River

MR8
MR11
MR13
MR17
MR19
MR23

MR-25
MR-28
MR-28Aa
MR-31A
MR-35
MR-37

54”
72”
38”x60”
48”
66”
42”

Major
Major
Major
Major
Major
Major

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

65.8
48.4
60
63.3
81.2
55.8

Milwaukee River
Milwaukee River
Ditch
WISDOT
Milwaukee River
WISDOT

MR25
MR28
MR28A
MR31A
MR35
MR37

MR-38
MR-39
MR-39d
MR-34i
MR-44
MR-46

48”
36”
68”x43”
24”
36”
48”

Major
Major
Major
Minor
Major
Major

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

33
79.6
79.6
7
18.4
64.6

Milwaukee River
Milwaukee River
WISDOT
Milwaukee
Milwaukee River
Milwaukee River

MR38
MR39
MR39
MR43
MR44
MR46

MR-47
RH-1

48”
91”x58”

Major
Major

Yes
No

28.1
61.4

Stormwater Pond
River Hills

MR47
RH1

PRIORITY

DISCHARGE LOCATION

Table 2. City of Glendale Major & Priority Outfall Locations
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IDDE Major & Priority Outfall Inspection Map

Figure 2. City of Glendale Major & Priority Outfall Locations
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Outfall Photos

Figure 4. Outfall FP-1

Figure 5. Outfall LC-2

Figure 3. Outfall LC-3

Figure 6. Outfall LC-145a, b

Figure 9. Outfall MR-3

Figure 8. Outfall MR-5

Figure 7. Outfall MR-8

Figure 11. Outfall MR-11

Figure 10. Outfall MR-13
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Figure 17. Outfall MR-23

Figure 16. Outfall MR-25

Figure 15. Outfall MR-35

Figure 14. Outfall MR-46

Figure 13. Outfall MR-47

Figure 12. Outfall RH-1
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2.2 Outfall Inspections
Inspection Frequency & Timing
Based on permit requirements, the City must conduct the field screening of each major outfall at least
one (1) time during the five (5) year permit term. If an outfall is found to have an illicit discharge, then
that outfall must be inspected annually during the remaining permit term, as well as annually during the
following permit term. Each year, the City conducts a field screening of at a minimum, 20% of major and
priority outfalls.
Scheduling outfall inspections is dependent on weather. Annual Outfall Field Screenings are to take
place during the month of August and September. This time of year is more likely to have extended dry
periods with little or no precipitation, which is required for inspection activities. The most important
timing criteria is the requirement of a preceding dry-weather period. In order to ensure that samples
collected are representative of dry-weather flows, a period of 72 hours of dry weather should occur
prior to conducting the outfall inspection. A period of 72 hours is required to allow local detention
facilities to drain and local groundwater flows to recede after precipitation events.

Field Screening Requirements
Field screening shall be conducted at all major outfalls during dry weather periods. In the event that
now or in the future a major outfall is a ditch rather than a pipe, the nearest upstream pipe discharge
point should be used as a field screening point. Field screening shall be documented on the form
included in Appendix B and will include the following:
• Visual Observation
o Visual Observation. A narrative description of visual observations including color, odor,
turbidity, oil sheen or surface scum, trash, flow rate, condition of conveyance system or
outfall, and any other relevant observations regarding the potential presence of nonstorm water discharges or illicit dumping shall be completed for each outfall visited.
• Field Analysis
o If flow is observed, a field analysis shall be conducted to determine the presence of nonstormwater illicit discharges. The field analysis shall include sampling for pH, total
chlorine, total copper, total phenols, and detergents or surfactants as illicit discharge
indicator parameters. Alternative indicator parameters may be considered including
ammonia, potassium, fluoride, E. coli, or bacteriodes based on specific MS4 outfall
conditions.
 Field screening point shall, where possible, be located downstream of any
source of suspected illicit activity.
 Field screening points shall be located where practicable at the farthest
manhole or other accessible locations downstream in the system. Safety of
personnel and accessibility of the location shall be considered in making this
determination.
 Consideration shall be given to hydrological conditions, total drainage are of the
site, population density of the site, traffic density, age of the structures or
buildings in the area, history of the area, and land use types.
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•

If field analysis indicates higher than expected range for pH, total chlorine, total
copper, total phenol, and/or detergents, the discharge will need to be tracked
upstream and eliminated.

Documentation
o The City maintains an MS4 binder located in the Director of Public Works’ Office. All
outfall inspections and findings will be filed in this binder. Filed screening results will be
reported to the WDNR annually in the MS4 Annual Report. Visual observation and field
screening results shall be recorded for each outfall and kept for 5 years.

Outfall Screening Procedures
The following outfall screening procedures have been adopted from the “Lake County Illicit Discharge
Detection and Elimination (IDDE) Manual”, dated November 2006. As the City continues to maintain
their IDDE program, these procedures will be assessed and if any changes occur, the Standard Operating
Procedures will be updated. As changes occur to this document, it shall be recorded in Section 4,
Modifications and submitted with the MS4 Annual Report.
The outfall screening component of the IDDE Program is where the presence or absence of a dryweather flow is determined and data of the characteristics of observed flows are obtained. With this
information, sources of illicit discharges can be identified and corrected. Outfall screening consists of
the following three major tasks:
1. Daily setup;
2. Outfall Inspection;
3. Daily closeout
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Daily Setup

The outfall screening schedule should be reviewed to determine which outfalls have been screened and
which outfalls are scheduled for screening. In this step, an attempt should be made to visualize the
outfall locations and anticipate any potential problems that could affect the day’s screening activities.
Of particular concern in daily setup is whether any safety issues will be associated with the day’s
screening activities. For example, will traffic need to be controlled or will access to the outfall be
difficult. Before leaving on daily outfall inspections, field crews must ensure that all necessary
equipment is available and operable. Prior to outfall screenings, the field crew is to obtain a sampling
kit from North Shore Water Commission. The address and contact information for North Shore Water
Commission can be found in the Emergency Contacts of this SOP. See Figure 20 for a list of field
equipment:
Sampling

Inspections

Safety

Personal

Extended Sampler
1-liter Polyethylene Container
Glass Sample Jar
Sampling Kit from North Shore Water Commission
Blank Outfall Visual Inspection forms or Field Screening Forms
Clipboard and Pens
Marker
IDDE SOP
Storm Sewer Map
Flashlight
Manhole Cover Hook
Taper Measurer
Folding Rule
Traffic Cones / Traffic Control
Safety Vest
Safety Glasses
Rubber Boots
Disposable Gloves
Insect Repellant
ID Badge
Sunscreen
Work Gloves

Figure 18. Field Equipment for Visual Inspections and Field Screenings
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Outfall Inspection

Upon arriving at an outfall, the field crew should inspect the outfall by approaching the outfall on foot to
a proximity that will allow visual observation to be made. Access to each outfall should be assessed for
potential hazards. Examples of hazards are steep slopes, dense brush, excessive heights and deep
water. Field crews must decide on a case-by-case basis whether an outfall can be safely accessed for
inspection.
Outfalls should be screened to determine which one of the three following conditions applies (Figure 21
provides a flow chart for this process, adapted from the Lake County IDDE Manual):
1. The outfall is dry or damp with no observed flow
a. Field crew should photograph the outfall and complete sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the
Stormwater Outfall Screening Data Form, found in Appendix B of this document.
2. Flowing discharges are observed from the outfall
a. Field crew should complete all sections of the Stormwater Outfall Screening Data Form,
found in Appendix B of this document, and obtain a grab sample to conduct the
required laboratory analysis. The intent is to gather additional information to
determine if an illicit discharge is present. Laboratory results will be used to identify
potential sources, and to document the event for future removal and/or enforcement
actions.
3. The outfall is partially or completely submerged with no observed flow or is inaccessible
a. If standing water is present in an outfall or if it is inaccessible, then Section 1 of the
outfall screening data form should be completed, with appropriate comments being
written in the “Remarks” section of the data form. Locating an upstream sampling point
may be required if any of the following conditions exist at an outfall:
i. The outfall discharge is submerged or partially submerged due to backwater
conditions
ii. Site access and safety considerations prevent sample collection
iii. The outfall is from a facility providing water quality treatment (for example,
detention basin outlet)

Special Consideration for Inspecting at a Storm Sewer Structure

Any outfall that is inaccessible and must be inspected at the nearest upstream storm structure, should
be given special consideration in regards to safety and additional inspection equipment.
Manholes, catch basins, or culvert crossings can be used for sampling locations. Collection of a sample
may be more difficult for these locations. Safety should be the primary consideration while inspecting
and sampling these locations. Safety concerns related to removing manhole lids or catch basin covers
include:
1. Traffic Hazards
2. Personal injuries to the back, hands, and fingers
3. Possible hazardous conditions in the structure
If traffic is heavy and removal of a manhole lid would cause traffic obstructions, the manhole should not
be selected for sampling. Likewise, if strong gasoline or solvent odors are noticed from a manhole, the
manhole should not be selected for sampling.
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In no case should field crew members who are untrained, uncertified, or unequipped for confined
space entry attempt to enter confined spaces. Confined space entry includes climbing into or inserting
a head or a limb into pipes or manholes. A horizontal or vertical plane should be established at the end
of an outfall pipe or level with a manhole surface. This plane should not be crossed by field crews. If it
is necessary to take a sample at any of these locations, an extended sample collection device should be
used in these situations.
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Figure 19. Flow Chart of Outfall Screening Process
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Data Recording

All outfall inspections and outfall analyses must be documented in the Stormwater Outfall Screening
Data Form (a blank form is provided in Appendix B). All completed forms must be dated, legible, and
should contain accurate documentation of each outfall inspection. A separate form must be completed
for each outfall. Once completed, these data forms will become official documents and will be
maintained as part of the City’s files and submitted with the MS4 Annual Report.
Instructions for completing the outfall screening data form are as follows:
Section 1 – Background Data (To be completed for every outfall inspection, once the field crew arrives
at the outfall)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subwatershed: The identified receiving water of the outfall (Lake Michigan or Milwaukee River)
Outfall ID: The outfall identification number (See the outfall location map in Figure 2)
Today’s Date: Date of the outfall inspection
Time: Time that the field crew arrived at the outfall
Investigators: The name(s) of the field sampling crew
Temperature: A concise description of the weather conditions at the time of screening
Precipitation: The total amount of precipitation during the 72 hours preceding the inspection.
Precipitation totals could be obtained through a weather reporting service or a rain gauge.
Outfall Location Description: A concise description of the outfall location. The description
should be sufficient to relocate outfall for future inspections.
Camera: Photos should be taken at each outfall inspection. Note here which device was used to
take photos of the inspection.
Photo #s: Photos should be downloaded and organized per each inspection. Note here the
name of the file that has been given to the photo(s).
Land Use: Check all that apply, noting which land use is predominate.
Notes: A description of the actual sampling location is to be recorded (for example, at the end
of the outfall pipe, or manhole location). If the outfall is submerged or is inaccessible for
sampling, an upstream sampling location may be required. A description of any upstream
sampling location should be recorded here.

Section 2 – Outfall Description
• Type of Outfall (Closed Pipe or Open Drainage): First check if the outfall inventoried is either
from a Closed Pipe or Open Drainage system, or In-Stream (if collecting samples). Then
complete table row to describe outfall characteristics. See Figure 22 for typical outfall types
found in the field.
• Dry-Weather Flow Observed (Yes/No): A Yes or No should be entered here to indicate the
presence or absence of a dry-weather flow. If the outfall is submerged or inaccessible, “See
Remarks” should be entered and an explanation should be provided in the “Remarks” section.
See Figure 23 for examples of characterizing submersion and flow.
Note: If an upstream sampling location is located, then a new data form should be completed
describing the actual location sampled. If no upstream site is located in the field, an alternative
site should be located in the office by reviewing storm sewer and drainage maps.
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• Flow Present: If No is entered in the “Flow Present” block, the skip to Section 5. If Yes is
entered in the “Flow Present” block, the remainder of the outfall screening data form should be
filled out.
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Figure 20. Typical Outfall Types Found in the Field
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Figure 21. Characterizing Submersion and Flow
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Section 3 – Quantitative Characterization
A grab sample should be collected from the middle, both vertically and
horizontally, of the dry-weather flow discharge. The grab sample
should be collected in a 1-liter polyethylene container. Samples can be
collected by manually dipping a sample container into the flow.
Grab samples may also be collected using a bucket and lien or
extended sample collection rod by standing on the top of an outfall or
manhole. Care should be taken to ensure that a representative sample
is obtained from the dry-weather discharge.
• Flow: A description of the dry-weather flow should be
provided. See Figure 24 for an example of measuring the flow
rate (as velocity times cross-sectional area).
Section 4 – Physical Indicators for Flowing Outfalls Only
• Odor: The presence of an odor is to be assessed by fanning the
hand toward the nose over a wide-mouth container of the
sample, keeping the sample about 6 to 8 inches from the face.
Be careful not to be distracted by odors in the air. If present a
description of the odor should be provided.
• Color: The presence of color in the discharge is to be assessed
by filling a clean glass sample container with a portion of the
grab sample. Color should not be assessed by looking into the
discharge.
Figure 22. Measuring Flow
• Turbidity: Turbidity is the measure of the clarity of water.
Turbidity may be caused by many factors, including suspended matter such as clay, silt, or finely
divided organic and inorganic matter. Turbidity is a measure of the optical properties that cause
light to be scattered and not transmitted through a sample. Turbidity should be described as:
Clear, Cloudy or Opaque.
• Floatables: The presence of flowing scum, foam, oil sheen, or other materials on the surface of
the discharge are to be noted. A concise description of any floatables present should be
provided. Trash originating from areas adjacent to the outfall should not be included in this
observation; and description of floatables should be attributable to discharges from the outfall.
See Figure 25 for examples of how to determine the severity of floatables.
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Figure 23. Determining the Severity of Floatables

Section 5 – Physical Indicators for Both Flowing and Non-Flowing Outfalls
No flow during the time of the inspection, should not rule out the potential of illicit discharges.
Corroding or stained pipes, dead or absence of vegetation, are potential indicators of illicit discharges
from direct or indirect (i.e. dumping) sources.
Section 6 – Overall Outfall Characterization
Check the appropriate characterization based on the indicators present in Sections 4 and 5.
•
•
•
•

Unlikely: No flow present or physical indicators present. No future action needed.
Potential: Two or more indicators present. Follow-up inspection low priority.
Suspect: One or more indicators with severity of 3 present. Follow-up inspection high priority.
Obvious: When obvious discharges are encountered, field crews should stop the survey, track
down the source of the discharge and immediately contact the Director of Public Works. Crews
should photo-document the discharge and estimate its flow volume. If it can be done safely,
field crew should collect a sample for water quality analysis. All three kinds of evidence are
extremely helpful to support subsequent enforcement.

Section 8 – Any Non-Illicit Discharge Concerns
Any problems, unusual features, or necessary maintenance are to be recorded here.
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Daily Closeout

In the office, copies of the completed data forms should be filed. Any problems locating outfalls should
be discussed with appropriate supervisory personnel so that alternate sampling locations can be
identified. If consistent access points are determined, the Outfall Location Map in Figure 2 will be
updated, modifications will be documented in Section 4 of this document, and an updated SOP will be
submitted with the MS4 Annual Report.

Field Screening Definitions
• Color: Both industrial liquid wastes and sewage tend to have various colors. Some clean flow
types can also have color characteristics other than clear. Overall, color may be a good first
screen for problem outfalls but needs to be supplemented by other indicator parameters.
• Odor: Water is a neutral medium and does not produce odor; however, most organic and some
inorganic chemicals contribute odor to water. Odor in water may originate from municipal and
industrial waste discharges, from natural sources such as decomposition of vegetative matter,
or from associated microbial activity. Odor is recognized as a quality factor affecting the
acceptability of drinking water, tainting of aquatic life, and aesthetics of recreational waters.
Odor is generally a good indicator of illicit sanitary sewer connections to a municipal sewer
system.
• Oil Sheen/Surface Scum: The presence of an oil sheen in dry-weather flow discharges from a
municipal storm sewer system may indicate the presence of a leaking underground storage tank
in the vicinity or illegal dumping of items such used automobile oil into the storm sewer system.
Surface scum in dry-weather flow may consist of floatable materials such as foam, grease,
waxes, soaps, food wastes, hair, paper and cotton, grit particles, and other materials. Surface
scum may also indicate the presence of detergents or other chemicals in dry-weather flow. In
addition, surface scum is an important parameter to note in the outfall screening program
because it is subject to wind-induced transport in the receiving water and may contain
pathogenic bacteria and/or viruses associated with individual particles.
• Surfactants: Surfactants are the active ingredient in most commercial detergents, and are
typically measured as Methyl Blue Active Substances (MBAS). They are a synthetic replacement
for soap which builds up deposits on clothing over time. Since surfactants are not found in
nature, but are always present in detergents, they are excellent indicators of sewage and wash
waters. The presence of surfactants in cleansers, emulsifiers and lubricants also makes them an
excellent indicator of industrial or commercial liquid wastes.
• Surface Tension: Surfactants remove dirt particles by reducing the surface tension of the
bubbles formed in laundry water when it is agitated. Reduced surface tension makes dirt
particles less likely to settle on a solid surface (e.g., clothes or dishes) and become suspended
instead on the water’s surface. The visible manifestation of reduced surface tension is the
formation of foam or bubbles on the water surface. Surface tension may be a good indicator of
surfactants, but only when they are present at relatively high concentrations.
• Turbidity: A measure of the cloudiness in water. While turbidity itself cannot always distinguish
between contaminated flow types, it is a potentially useful screening indicator to determine if
the discharge is contaminated.
• Chlorine: Chlorine is used throughout the country to disinfect tap water. Chlorine
concentrations in tap water tend to be significantly higher than most other discharge types.
Chlorine is extremely volatile, and even moderate levels of organic materials can cause chlorine
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•

levels to drop below detection levels. Because chlorine is non-conservative, it is not a reliable
indicator. However, if chlorine is detected, it is a reliable indicator of activity occurring that
requires further investigation. If very high chlorine levels are measured, it is a strong indication
of a water line break, swimming pool discharge, or industrial discharge from a chlorine bleaching
process.
Copper: Concentrations of copper in dry-weather flows can be a result of corrosion of water
pipes and automotive sources (for example, radiators, brake lines, and electrical equipment).
The occurrence of copper in dry-weather flows could also be caused by inappropriate discharges
from facilities that either use or manufacture copper-based products.
Detergents: Most illicit discharges have elevated concentration of detergents. Sewage and
washwater discharges contain detergents used to clean clothes or dishes, whereas liquid wastes
contain detergents from industrial or commercial cleansers. The nearly universal presence of
detergents in illicit discharges, combined with their absence in natural waters or tap water,
makes them an excellent indicator.
pH: A measure of the hydrogen ion concentration of water. A pH of 7 is neutral. A pH less than
7 is acidic, and a pH greater than 7 is basic. Most discharge flow types are neutral, having a pH
value around 7. pH is a reasonably good indicator for liquid wastes from industries, which can
have very high or low pH (ranging from 3 to 12). The pH of residential wash water tends to be
rather basic (pH of 8 or 9). Although pH data is often not conclusive by itself, it can identify
problem outfalls that merit follow-up investigations using more effective indicators.
Phenols: Phenol is a very commonly occurring chemical and can be found in foods, medicines,
and cleaning products, as well as industrial products and by-products. Generally, the
appearance of phenols in stormwater would indicate a misconnected industrial sewer to a storm
drain or ditch. Exceptions would include runoff from treated wood storage yards (for example,
treated lumber and telephone poles) and improper disposal of cleaning products and
compounds by institutions such as hospitals and nursing homes.

Sample Collection & Processing
During a dry weather flow event or any time an illicit discharge is suspected, stormwater samples are
collected by the City and processed by North Shore Water Commission.
All batches of stormwater samples must be approved by the Plant Manager or Working Foreman in
advance before North Shore Water Commission (Commission) personnel will accept them. Because the
Commission has a small lab, it must be verified that they have adequate personnel and bench space on
the requested analysis day before approval can be granted.

Collection Protocol

Stormwater samples are to be collected in vessels provided by the Commission. The vessels shall be
pre-cleaned glass vials that have a capacity of 60 mL. The City shall use the vessel to collect the sample
taking every precaution to avoid contamination. It is the responsibility of the sampler to identify and to
take the appropriate safety procedures in collecting the samples.
The Commission will perform only one analysis per collection vessel (unless alternative arrangements
have been made in advance). In other words, if multiple tests are needed from one site, you need to
use as many collection vessels.
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Label each vessel with the following information (labels will be provided):
1. Sampler Name
2. Location of Sample
3. Analysis Requested
a. Total Chlorine
b. pH
c. Phenol
d. Detergents
e. Total Copper
f. Fecal coliform/E.coli
4. Date and Time Sample was collected
All samples must be collected the same day of analysis.

Storage Protocol

The Commission will provide the City, a Styrofoam cooler with an insert for holding 48 vials as well as a
cooler pack (multiple coolers available). Sample vessels will not be released by Commission personnel
unless the City has a cooler and a frozen cooler pack. All samples must be kept in cooler with cold
cooler pack until sample is delivered to the Commission.

Data Recording

The Commission will return the sample analysis results to the City the same day that the Commission lab
receives the sample to process. The results will be emailed to the email address that was specified at
time of sample delivery. The Commission will provide the City with a results form stating the levels of
each parameter tested.

Action Levels
Recommended action levels for indicator parameters are found in Table 4. Sample results above these
levels suggest the presence of an illicit discharge is likely. However, illicit discharges or connections
should not be automatically ruled out in cases where parameters are detected below the recommended
action levels. In some instances, illicit discharges can be masked by non-illicit sources depending on the
time of year, recent precipitation events, or other conditions, especially at outfalls with large
contributing drainage areas. With this in mind, the recommended action levels should be considered as
a starting point for making decisions. Table 4 has been adapted from the WDNR Illicit Discharge
Detection and Elimination Program Guidance, document number 3800-2012-01, dated March 2012.
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PARAMETER

ACTION LEVEL

ILLICIT SOURCE(S)

Ammonia

0.1 mg/L

Sanitary sewage and
industrial wastewater

Detergents

0.5 mg/L

pH

Total Copper

Less than 6 or greater than
9
Detection or positive test
unless associated with a
WPDES permitted
discharge at background
water supply levels
0.1 mg/L

Industrial cleansers,
commercial wash water
and sanitary sewage
Industrial wastewater and
concrete truck wash-out
Industrial wastewater,
swimming pools and
sanitary sewage

Phenol

Detection or positive test

Fluoride
Potassium

Detection above
background groundwater
or water supply levels
10 mg/L

E. coli
Human
Bacteriodes

Total Chlorine

NON-ILLICIT SOURCE(S)
Pets, wildlife and
potentially WPDES
permitted discharges
Residential car washing
Groundwater and WPDES
permitted discharges
WPDES permitted
discharges

WPDES permitted
discharges
None

10,000 MPN/100 mL

Copper-based product use
and manufacturing
Chemical, textile, paint,
resin, tire, plastic,
electronics and
pharmaceutical
manufacturing
Commercial and industrial
wastewaters with a water
supply component
Sanitary sewage and
industrial wastewater
Sanitary sewage

Detection or positive test

Sanitary sewage

None

Groundwater and WPDES
permitted discharges
Groundwater and WPDES
permitted discharges
Wildlife and pets

Table 3. Action Level Guidance

2.3 Fecal Coliform Reduction Efforts
Fecal Coliform reduction elements in the MS4 Permit seek to identify and eliminate sewage
contamination in storm sewers. In many municipal systems, trace amounts of human waste is found to
travel between the sanitary sewer system and the storm sewer system, mainly at each leaking sanitary
lateral or sanitary sewer pipe that may be in the vicinity of a storm drain or pipe.
Glendale will propose that the fecal coliform reduction requirement be conducted using E. Coli as the
indicator bacteria. Similar to e coli limits in wastewater effluent analysis, Glendale will propose that the
actionable limits for E Coli in the selected outfalls is 125 #/100 ml. monitored and tested between the
months of May and September.
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This will be proposed to the Department within the permit period, and testing for E Coli will be included
in the Illicit Discharge monitoring program.
Should the IDDE program and testing identify sewage contamination in any of the stormwater outfalls,
the City will propose to conduct a detailed tracing study to identify and eliminate these contamination
sources from the drainage system.
The commitment to do so will be included in the City’s Fecal Coliform Reduction Plan to be submitted to
the Department by May 2024.

2.4 Enforcement Response Plan
Identification of Suspected Spill or Illicit Discharge
If the outfall screening identified dry-weather flows, several of the screening indicators will more than
likely test positive for pollutant discharges. The screening results should be reviewed to determine the
magnitude of the dry-weather pollution problem and to determine the necessary steps to identify and
remove the sources of any detected pollutants. Once an illicit discharge has been detected, the field
crew will immediately contact the Director of Public Works to brief them on the details of the situation
so that the Director, or their designee, can begin to immediately follow the City response procedures.
• The suspected illicit discharge shall be tracked by screening manholes and other screening
points upstream until the source of the spill or discharge is identified.
• Once the manhole inspection has identified an outfall or area (between two manholes)
suspected of containing an inappropriate discharge, sample collection for laboratory analysis
will be necessary. Collection of samples for laboratory analysis will be conducted following the
North Shore Water Commission sampling protocol.
• Measures shall be taken to prevent or contain spills that have discharged or may discharge into
the drainage system.
• The WDNR shall be notified immediately in accordance with NR 706, Wisconsin Administrative
Code, in the event that a spill or release of a hazardous substance is identified that has resulted
or may result in the discharge pollutants into waters of the state. The WDNR shall be notified
via the 24-hour toll free spill hotline at (800) 943-0003. The City will cooperate with WDNR staff
in efforts to investigate and prevent such discharges from polluting waters of the state.
• Once an illicit discharge is identified, the City will contact the WDNR within 24 hours.
• Identified illicit discharges shall be eliminated within three (3) working days to the maximum
extent practicable. If the source is not identified within six (6) months, the City must maintain
written documentation of all actions taken to locate the source. Additionally, a minimum of
three (3) separate investigations to observe and sample flow at the outfall must be made within
the six (6) month period.
• If a suspected illicit discharge that originates from the City’s permitted area is found to discharge
directly to a storm sewer or property under the jurisdiction of another municipality, the City
shall notify the affected municipality within one working day.
In order to remove an illicit discharge to the storm sewer system, the City will follow the procedures
outlined in the Title 6 Public Works Ordinance, Sec. 6.5.14:
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• The Public Works Director shall notify the responsible owner or operator, by certified mail, of
any non-complying land development activity. The notice shall describe the nature of the
violation, remedial actions needed, a schedule for remedial action and additional enforcement
action which may be taken.
• The responsible owner or operator shall remediate the illicit discharge within 24 hours of
notification.
• If the illicit discharge is not remediated within this time, the City may take such action itself and
seek reimbursement in Municipal or Circuit Court.
• If the illicit discharge is likely to result in damage to properties, public facilities, or waters of the
state, City personnel may enter the land and take any emergency actions necessary to prevent
such damage. The cost incurred by the City, plus interest and legal costs, shall be billed to the
owner of title of the property.

Leakage from Sanitary Conveyance System
Leakages from sanitary conveyance system into the MS4 shall be eliminated to the maximum extent
practicable. Any actions taken to eliminate sanitary conveyance leakage will be recorded and reported
to the WDNR in the Annual Report. The WDNR shall be notified immediately in accordance with NR 706,
Wisconsin Administrative Code, in the event that a spill or release of a hazardous substance is identified
that has resulted or may result in the discharge pollutants into waters of the state. The WDNR shall be
notified via the 24-hour toll free spill hotline at (800) 943-0003. The City will cooperate with WDNR staff
in efforts to investigate and prevent such discharges from polluting waters of the state.

Dye Testing Notification
The City will provide the WDNR with advance notice of the time and location of dye testing within the
MS4.

2.5 Record Keeping & Reporting
Outfall inspections forms and documentation of any known or suspected illicit discharges, shall be
maintained at the City of Glendale, Department of Public Works along with a copy of this SOP. The City
will submit inspection reports to the WDNR for outfalls with known or suspected illicit discharges within
30 days of the outfall inspection.
Employee training will be conducted at a minimum, once during the permit term. Training will also take
place for all new employees and any time changes to the procedures in this SOP are made. All training
will be documented using the Employee Training Tracking Form located in Appendix D. The City of
Glendale conducts an IDDE training annually on the first Wednesday of December.

2.6 Program Evaluation
The IDDE Program is evaluated each year after the outfall screening process. The program evaluation
portion seeks to find improvements or identify deficiencies within the IDDE program. Any changes
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made to the program will be reflected in this SOP, documented in the Section 4, and will result in the
City submitting the updated SOP to the WDNR with the MS4 Annual Report.
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Section 3: Public Illicit Discharge Reporting
3.1 Method of Reporting & Responding
The City Website includes information for homeowners to report illicit discharges. The City will have the
ability to follow up with these reports and follow the procedures outlined below:
The public has the ability to report suspected illicit discharges by calling the City of Glendale Public
Works Department at 414-228-1710. When a suspected illicit discharge has been reported to the City,
the Director of Public Works’ Designee will complete the following procedures:
i.
Designee completes the “Illicit Discharge Hotline Incident Tracking Sheet”, that can be
found in Appendix F.
ii.
Designee visits the reported location with field supplies to inspect for any evidence of an
illicit discharge.
iii.
Designee inspects surrounding storm structures, and several storm manholes upstream
and downstream of reported location.
iv.
If an illicit discharge is discovered, samples are taken based on sample protocols, source
of discharge is traced, and proper spill materials are used to isolate the illicit discharge
in order to prevent further contamination to the storm system.
v.
Established reporting and record keeping procedures are followed based on the
procedures outlined in Section 2.2.
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Section 4: Modifications
List below the updates or modifications made to the SOP as necessary. Attach pages or files as necessary
to illustrate the modification. If a change to the SOP occurs, the updated SOP shall be submitted to the
WDNR with the MS4 Annual Report.

Date

Description

Name
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EMERGENCY CONTACTS
Contact

Telephone Number

Primary Contact – Director of Public Works
Name – Charlie Imig

Office: 414-228-1746
Cell:

Alternate Contact – Superintendent of Public Works
Name – Steve Scheldroup

Office: 414-228-1749
Cell:

Emergency/Fire/Ambulance/Police/HazMat Response

911

Milwaukee County Office of Emergency Management

414-257-4709

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 24 Hour Spill Reporting Hotline

800-943-0003

U.S. EPA Region V Spill Reporting
National Response Center (may be contacted for any spill)

312-353-2318

Adjoining Community – Village of Whitefish Bay
Primary Contact – Director of Public Works
Name – John Edlebeck

Office: 414-962-6690 ext 114

Sample Processing Lab
North Shore Water Commission
400 W Bender Rd, Glendale, WI 53217
Plant Manager: Eric Kiefer

414-963-0160

800-424-8802
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Appendix 4
Construction Site Pollution Control

CITY OF GLENDALE, WI
MUNICIPAL OPERATIONS
WPDES Permit #WI-S061565-04

MS4 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE (SOP) FOR:
CONSTRUCTION SITE POLLUTION CONTROL
SOP Number: MS4-SOP-4
Created June 2021

SOP: Construction Site Pollution Control

June 2021

BACKGROUND
The City of Glendale, along with the Villages of River Hills, Bayside, Brown Deer, Fox Point, Whitefish Bay and
Shorewood, referred to as the North Shore Group, own and operate municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4)
that discharge to waters of the state. The North Shore Group has been issued a permit to discharge under the
Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systems (WPDES Permit #WI-S061565-04) in accordance with s. 283.33,
Wis. Stats., and subch. I. of NR 216, Wis. Adm. Code. State and Federal regulations require that MS4 operators shall
develop and implement a program to ensure that municipal operations are performed in ways that will reduce
contamination of stormwater discharges.
Per the State and Federal regulations, the program must include written documentation of
maintenance activities, maintenance schedules, and long term inspection procedures for Best
Management practices (BMPs) toreduce floatables and other pollutants discharged from the separate
storm sewers. Specifically, the City of Glendale, as part of the North Shore Group, WPDES permit
requires the following for the Construction Site Pollution Control portion of the permit:

II.E Construction Site Pollution Control
The permittee shall continue to implement and enforce a written program that establishes measurable goals
and reduces the discharge of sediment and construction materials from construction sites. The permittee
through implementation of this program shall:
1. Maintain and enforce the municipal ordinance regarding construction site storm water discharges on all
sites, including municipal projects. The municipal ordinance must include the following items:
a. Performance standards equivalent to, or more restrictive than, those under ss. NR 151.11 and 151.23,
Wis. Adm Code.
b. Sanctions to ensure compliance to the extent authorized by law.
c. Requirements for construction site operators to manage waste such as discarded building materials,
concrete truck washout, chemicals, litter, and sanitary waste at the construction site so to reduce
adverse impacts to waters of the state.
d. The ordinance shall be updated no later than November 30, 2021. If after November 30, 2021, the
permittee becomes aware the ordinance is out of date, the permittee shall update the ordinance within
3 months.
2. Implement procedures for conducting plan reviews to ensure site planning considers potential water quality
impacts. Erosion and sediment control best management practices must comply with design, installation, and
maintenance standards that meet or exceed the Department’s technical standards or permittee’s ordinance.
3. Conduct erosion control inspections at sites one acre or more in size within the permittee’s jurisdiction.
Beginning May 1, 2022, conduct erosion control inspections following the frequency and actions outlined in
Table 2.
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Table 2: Construction Site Inspection Frequency
Inspection Frequency

Site
All sites on
acre or
more in
size

•

Follow up
inspection

•

Follow up inspections are required within 7 days of any sediment
discharge or inadequate control measure, unless corrections were
made and observed by the inspector during initial inspection or
corrections were verified via photographs submitted to the inspector

Final Inspection

•

Confirm that all graded areas have reached final stabilization and that
all temporary control measures are removed, and permanent storm
water management BMPs are installed as designed

•
•

New projects shall be inspected within the first two weeks of
commencement of land disturbing activity
All active sites shall be inspected once every 45 days
All inactive sites shall be inspected at least once every 60 days

4. Maintain records of site inspections, including any follow up necessary on sites out of compliance with their
site-specific erosion control plans, as identified in the permittee’s program.
5. Enforce erosion and sediment control plan requirements for landowners of construction sites equivalent to
those contained in s. NR 216.46, Wis. Adm. Code, including municipal projects applicable under the permittee’s
ordinance.
6. Enforce permit coverage termination requirements for landowners of construction sites equivalent to those
contained in s. NR 216.55, Wis. Adm. Code, including removal of all temporary erosion and sediment control
best management practices and complete site restoration with perennial vegetative cover.
7. Maintain an enforcement response plan or similar document describing the enforcement procedures the
permittee will follow when addressing issues at construction sites. The enforcement procedures must ensure
construction activities are in compliance with the ordinances.
8. Implement procedures for responding to information submitted by the public, including complaints.

Failure to implement the state regulations cited above in Part II.E will result in the City of Glendale being
found in non-compliance with the North Shore Group’s WPDES storm water permit. An accepted practice for
establishing written documentation of maintenance activities is through the use of SOPs. This SOP has been
prepared and issued for Construction Site Pollution Control and has been named City of Glendale SOP No. MS4SOP-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Objectives: This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) prescribes the procedures to be used when
performing Construction Site Pollutant Control activities in the City of Glendale MS4 area as follows:
• Provide background to the City staff regarding permit requirements for Construction Site
Pollutant Control
• Provide procedures to the City staff for implementing and maintaining a Construction Site
Pollutant Control Program.
• Provide tools for tracking and documenting efforts towards achieving the goals for Construction
Site Pollutant Control
Applicable/Responsible Personnel: All City staff performing and managing activities related to
Construction Site Pollutant Control in the City of Glendale. See the Contact Information on page four (4)
of this document for specific City personnel responsible for the Construction Site Pollutant Control
program.
Previous Policy and Procedures Canceled/Superseded: MS4 program procedures governing Construction
Site Pollutant Control that were in use at the time of the effective date of this SOP.

POLICY
The City of Glendale will maintain a Construction Site Pollutant Control Program for the purpose of reducing
floatables and other pollutants from the City’s separate storm sewers and conveyance systems. This SOP will
identify the components of the program that address the WPDES permit requirements. Each component will
address procedures and record keeping and reporting methods and requirements. Each section requires
identification of a person(s) responsible for overseeing the program and ensuring that all permit requirements are
being met and are able to provide the necessary documentation to the WDNR asrequested, or on the MS4 annual
report. The program components will be assessed annually to determineif any modifications need to be made to
improve efficiencies and/or to meet all permit requirements.

PROCEDURES & IMPLEMENTATION
1. The City conducts plan reviews to ensure site erosion control plans are in accordance with design,
installation, and maintenance standards and specifications that meet or exceed the Department’s
technical standards and the City’s ordinance.
a. Development applications are received at City Hall via email or in person.
b. Applications are dispersed to the City Engineer and Building Inspector for review.
c. Once all application requirements are approved, the Building Inspector issues the permit to
the permittee.
2. The City conducts erosion control inspections at all sites holding open Erosion Control Permits within
City of Glendale, Wisconsin
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the City’s jurisdiction, looking for violations or threats to waters of the state.
a. The Building Inspector conducts erosion control inspections at sites one acre or more in size
within the City of Glendale’s jurisdiction, following the frequency described in Table 2 of
the WPDES Permit cited above, “Construction Site Inspection Frequency”.
3. The City maintains records of site inspections, including any follow up necessary on sites out of
compliance with site specific erosion control plans
a. The Building Inspector maintains a file at their desk of all open permits
b. The Building Inspector emails or delivers by hand copies of completed inspection forms
i. Inspection forms can be found in Appendix A
4. The City notifies landowners who apply for erosion control permits of the possible applicability of
subchapter III of NR216 Wis Adm Code, Construction Site Stormwater Discharge Permits, or other
Department waterway and wetland permits.
a. The Erosion Control permit application requires proof that the project will not impact of a
lake, stream, or wetland.
b. The Erosion Control permit application requires that disturbance of one or more acres must
submit a WRAPP (NOI) application to the WI-DNR at least 14 working days in advance.
5. The City enforces the construction site performance standards equivalent to or more restrictive than
those in NR 151.11 and 151.23 Wis. Adm. Code on all sites including municipal projects applicable
under the City Ordinance.
a. The City Ordinance references NR151.11 and NR151.23 as the enforceable constructionsite
performance standards in the City.
b. While performing the review, the Building Inspector ensures the ordinance and Wis. Adm.
Code performance standards are met.
6. The City enforces the erosion and sediment control plan requirements for landowners of
construction sites equivalent to those contained in s. NR216.46, Wis. Adm. Code including municipal
projects applicable under the City Ordinance.
a. The City Ordinance contains the requirements for the sediment and erosion control plans.
b. The Building Inspector, while performing the erosions control plan review ensures the
ordinance and Wis. Adm. Code plan requirements are met.
7. The City enforces permit coverage termination requirements, including removal of all temporary
erosion and sediment control BMPs and complete site restoration with perennial vegetative cover.
8. The City maintains an enforcement plan that is followed when addressing issues at construction
sites.
9. The City follows procedures to respond to information submitted by the public, including
complaints.
10. The City maintains and enforces the municipal ordinance regarding construction site stormwater
discharges.
City of Glendale, Wisconsin
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REPORTING & RECORD KEEPING
The City has a procedure to document the Construction Site Pollutant Control program. The City evaluates and
assesses the effectiveness of the program annually, during the permit term. The program documentation consists
of the following:
a. Maintain records of erosion control permits issued
b. Maintain records of erosion control inspections performed for each construction site.
c. Identification and description of any specific stormwater related issues identified by the City
throughout the calendar year. If specific issues arise throughout the year, the City will incorporate
those known issues into the procedures
d. Tracking documents will be kept in the MS4 binder located in the Director of Public Works’ Office, and
provided to the WDNR at the time of the MS4 Annual Report, or as requested.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
The City of Glendale has identified the person(s) responsible for overseeing the Construction Site Pollutant Control
Program as outline in this SOP. The City Staff identified below is responsible for ensuring that all requirements
are being met and necessary documentation is being maintained to conduct a program evaluation and to
complete the MS4 Annual Report.
NAME
Charlie Imig

TITLE
Director of Public Works

PHONE
(414) 228-1746

EMAIL
c.imig@glendalewi.gov

MODIFICATIONS
Any changes to this SOP shall be documented in the table below. If a change to the SOP occurs, the updated SOP
shall be submitted to the WDNR with the MS4 Annual Report.

DATE

City of Glendale, Wisconsin

DESCRIPTION

NAME
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SOP APPROVAL/ADOPTION
This SOP has been approved and adopted by the following individuals and is effective immediately:

Charlie Imig
Director of Public Works
City of Glendale

City of Glendale, Wisconsin
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CITY OF GLENDALE, WI
MUNICIPAL OPERATIONS
WPDES Permit #WI-S061565-04

MS4 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE (SOP) FOR:
POST CONSTRUCTION STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
SOP Number: MS4-SOP-5
Created June 2021
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BACKGROUND
The City of Glendale, along with the Villages of River Hills, Bayside, Brown Deer, Fox Point, Whitefish Bay and
Shorewood, referred to as the North Shore Group, own and operate municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4)
that discharge to waters of the state. The North Shore Group has been issued a permit to discharge under the
Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systems (WPDES Permit #WI-S061565-03) in accordance with s. 283.33,
Wis. Stats., and subch. I. of NR 216, Wis. Adm. Code. State and Federal regulations require that MS4 operators shall
develop and implement a program to ensure that municipal operations are performed in ways that will reduce
contamination of stormwater discharges.
Per the State and Federal regulations, the program must include written documentation of maintenance
activities, maintenance schedules, and long term inspection procedures for Best Management practices (BMPs) to
reduce floatables and other pollutants discharged from the separate storm sewers. Specifically, the City of
Glendale, as part of the North Shore Group, WPDES permit requires the following for the Post Construction
Stormwater Management section of the permit:

II.F POST-CONSTRUCTION STORM WATER MANAGEMENT

Each municipality shall continue to implement and enforce a written program that establishes measurable goals
and to control the quantity and quality of discharges from areas of new development and redevelopment, after
construction is completed. The program shall include:
1. An ordinance or other regulatory mechanism to regulate post-construction storm water discharges from
new development and redevelopment. At a minimum, the ordinance or other regulatory mechanism shall
establish or include:
a) Applicability and jurisdiction that shall apply to new development and redevelopment projects with one
acre or more of land disturbance, and sites of less than one acre if they are part of a larger common plan
of development or sale within the jurisdiction of the permittee. The jurisdiction shall include any
adjacent developing areas that are planned to have a minimum density of 500 people per square mile,
the urbanized area, and developing areas whose runoff will connect to the MS4.
b) Design criteria, standards and specifications equivalent to the technical standards approved by the
Department.
The
Department
approved
technical
standards
are
available
at
http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/stormwater/standards/index.html.
c) Post-construction performance standards equivalent to, or more restrictive than, those in ss. NR 151.121
through 151.125, Wis. Adm. Code.
d) Storm water management plan requirements for landowners of construction sites equivalent to those
contained in s. NR 216.47, Wis. Adm. Code.
e) Permitting requirements, procedures, and fees.
f) Long-term maintenance requirements for landowners and other persons responsible for long- term
maintenance of post-construction storm water control measures, including requirement for routine
inspection and maintenance of privately-owned post-construction storm water control measures that
discharge into the MS4 to maintain their pollutant removal operating efficiency.
a) Inspection and enforcement authority.
b) The ordinance shall be updated no later than November 30, 2021. If after November 30, 2021, the
permittee becomes aware the ordinance is out of date, the permittee shall update the ordinance within
3 months.
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2. Written procedures for post-construction site plan review which incorporate consideration of potential
water quality impacts, including source water protection areas where applicable. Post-construction reviews
must be conducted for all construction sites with one or more acres of land disturbance.
3. A system for tracking and completing long-term maintenance, inspections, and enforcement of all postconstruction BMPs, public and private. This system shall include:
a) An inventory of all municipally owned or operated BMPs which includes:
(1) BMP, name, location, BMP type, and year constructed.
(2) Record drawing.
(3) An operation and maintenance plan with inspection procedures and schedule.
(4) Written documentation of the municipalities’ ability to use a privately-owned BMP to meet a water
quality requirement of this permit.
b) Written procedures that will be used by the permittee through its ordinance jurisdiction, approval
process, and authority, to track and enforce the long-term maintenance of storm water management
facilities implemented to meet the post-construction performance standards in Section II F. 1. c).
c) Long-term maintenance inspections at least once per permit term.
d) Inspection documentation.
e) A description of the inspection and enforcement response procedures the permittee will follow when
addressing project compliance issues with the enforceable post-construction storm water management
performance standards.
4. Green Infrastructure Barrier Removal. Each permittee shall review design, construction, landscaping and
other related ordinances to identify and remove barriers to implementation of green infrastructure projects
within the MS4. Barriers shall be removed through adopted ordinance revisions by April 30, 2023. If barriers
are identified after April 30, 2023, the barriers shall be removed within 18 months of barrier identification.

Failure to implement the state regulations cited above in Part II.F will result in the City of Glendale being
found in non-compliance with the North Shore Group’s WPDES storm water permit. An accepted practice for
establishing written documentation of maintenance activities is through the use of SOPs. This SOP has been
prepared and issued for Post-Construction Stormwater Management and has been named City of Glendale SOP No.
MS4-SOP-5.
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INTRODUCTION
Objectives: This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) prescribes the procedures to be used when
performing Post Construction Stormwater Management activities in the City of Glendale MS4 area as
follows:
• Provide background to the City staff regarding permit requirements for Post Construction
Stormwater Management
• Provide procedures to the City staff for implementing and maintaining a Post Construction
Stormwater Management Program.
• Provide tools for tracking and documenting efforts towards achieving the goals of the Post
Construction Stormwater Management Program.
• Create general acceptance of Stormwater Regulations throughout the City.
Applicable/Responsible Personnel: All City staff performing and managing activities related to Post
Construction Stormwater Management in the City of Glendale. See the Contact Information on page three
(3) of this document for specific City personnel responsible for the Post Construction Stormwater
Management program.
Previous Policy and Procedures Canceled/Superseded: MS4 program procedures governing Post
Construction Stormwater Management that were in use at the time of the effective date of this SOP.

POLICY
The City of Glendale will maintain a Post Construction Stormwater Management Program for the purpose
of reducing floatables and other pollutants from the City’s separate storm sewers and conveyance systems.
This SOP will identify the components of the program that address the WPDES permit requirements. Each
component will address procedures and record keeping and reporting methods and requirements. Each
section requires identification of a person(s) responsible for overseeing the program and ensuring that all
permit requirements are being met and are able to provide the necessary documentation to the WDNR as
requested, or on the MS4 annual report. The program components will be assessed annually to determine
if any modifications need to be made to improve efficiencies and/or to meet all permit requirements.

PROCEDURES & IMPLEMENTATION
1. The City conducts plan reviews to ensure storm water management and long-term operation and
maintenance plans are in accordance with design, installation, and maintenance standards and
specifications that meet or exceed the Department’s technical standards, MMSD’s Chapter 13
standards, and the City’s Stormwater Management Ordinance.
a. Development applications are received at City Hall via email or in person.
b. Applications are dispersed to the City Engineer, Director of Public Works and Building
Inspector for review.
c. Once all application requirements are approved, the issues the permit to the permittee.
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3. The City enforces post-construction performance standards equivalent to or more restrictive than
those in NR 151.121 and 151.241 Wis. Adm. Code on all sites including municipal projects applicable
under the City Ordinance.
a. The City Ordinance references NR151 and MMSD Chapter 13 as the enforceable
performance standards in the City.
b. The City Engineer, while performing the review ensures the ordinance and Wis. Adm. Code
performance standards are met.
4. The City enforces stormwater management plan requirements for landowners of construction
sites equivalent to those contained in s. NR216.47, Wis. Adm. Code including municipal projects
applicable under the City Ordinance.
a. The City Ordinance contains the requirements for the stormwater management plans.
b. The City Engineer, while performing the stormwater management plan review, ensures the
ordinance and Wis. Adm. Code plan requirements are met.
5. The City enforces long-term maintenance agreement requirements for land owners and other
persons responsible for long-term maintenance of post-construction stormwater management
facilities.
a. The City maintains a record of all maintenance agreements for stormwater management
facilities that have been installed in the City.
b. The City collects and records annual inspection reports from the landowners that hold
maintenance agreements with the City.
6. The City has implemented a maintenance and inspection program of municipally and privately
owned BMPs.
a. Routine and non-routine inspection and maintenance is conducted for City and privately
owned BMPs
b. The City maintains an inventory of all municipally owned or operated BMPs
c. The City has developed an enforcement response procedure to follow when addressing
project compliance issues.
7. The City maintains and enforces the municipal ordinance regarding construction site stormwater
discharges.
8. The City will review design, construction, landscaping and other related ordinances to identify
and remove barriers to implementation of green infrastructure by April 20, 2023.

REPORTING & RECORD KEEPING
The City has a procedure to document the Post Construction Stormwater Management program. The City
evaluates and assesses the effectiveness of the program annually, during the permit term. The program
documentation consists of the following:
a. Maintain records of stormwater management plan review approvals issued
b. Maintain records of recorded maintenance agreements with landowners
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c. Identification and description of any specific stormwater related issues identified by the City
throughout the calendar year. If specific issues arise throughout the year, the City will
incorporate those known issues into the procedures
d. Tracking documents will be kept in the MS4 binder located in the Director of Public Works’
Office, and provided to the WDNR at the time of the MS4 Annual Report, or as requested. The
Pollution Prevention SOP contains inspection procedures for both public and private
stormwater BMPs. Annual tracking will be through the Pollution Prevention SOP.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
The City of Glendale has identified the person(s) responsible for overseeing the Post Construction
Stormwater Management Program as outline in this SOP. The City Staff identified below is responsible for
ensuring that all requirements are being met and necessary documentation is being maintained to conduct
a program evaluation and to complete the MS4 Annual Report.
NAME
Charlie Imig

TITLE
Director of Public Works

PHONE
(414) 228-1746

EMAIL
c.imig@glendalewi.gov

MODIFICATIONS
Any changes to this SOP shall be documented in the table below. If a change to the SOP occurs, the updated
SOP shall be submitted to the WDNR with the MS4 Annual Report.

DATE
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DESCRIPTION

NAME
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SOP APPROVAL/ADOPTION
This SOP has been approved and adopted by the following individuals and is effective immediately:

Charlie Imig
Director of Public Works
City of Glendale
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CITY OF GLENDALE, WI
MUNICIPAL OPERATIONS

WPDES Permit #WI-S061565-04

MS4 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE (SOP) FOR:
POLLUTION PREVENTION
SOP Number: MS4-SOP-3
Created June 2021

SOP: Pollution Prevention

June 2021

BACKGROUND
The City of Glendale, along with the Villages of Bayside, Brown Deer, Fox Point, River Hills, Shorewood, and
Whitefish Bay referred to as the North Shore Group, own and operate municipal separate storm sewer systems
(MS4) that discharge to waters of the state. The North Shore Group has been issued a permit to discharge under
the Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systems (WPDES Permit #WI-S061565-04) in accordance with s.
283.33, Wis. Stats., and subch. I. of NR 216, Wis. Adm. Code. State and Federal regulations require that MS4
operators shall develop and implement a program to ensure that municipal operations are performed in ways that
will reduce contamination of storm water discharges.
Per the State and Federal regulations, the program must include written documentation of maintenance
activities, maintenance schedules, and long term inspection procedures for Best Management practices (BMPs) to
reduce floatables and other pollutants discharged from the separate storm sewers. Specifically, the City of
Glendale, as part of the North Shore Group, WPDES permit requires the following for the Pollution Prevention
portion of the permit:
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II.G Pollution Prevention:
Each municipality shall develop and implement a written pollution prevention program that establishes
measurable goals for pollution prevention. The program shall include:
1. Winter Road Management:
a) Road salt or other deicer shall not be applied in quantities larger than required to
maintain public safety. The permittee shall develop and implement a written salt
application or salt reduction strategy to minimize over application of deicers. The strategy
shall include a description of the temperature, precipitation event, and road conditions,
and other factors which warrant different management techniques. The plan will also
include a description of the equipment and products used for road management.
b) All salt application equipment shall be calibrated annually beginning November 2021.
Calibration methods shall be documented in the salt application strategy or similar
document and calibration records kept for 5 years.
c) Training on the salt strategy shall be provided at a frequency no less than every other
year.
d) The quantity of salt and other deicing products shall be tracked on a monthly basis
and reported on the annual report.
2. Nutrient Management:
a) The application of turf and garden fertilizers on five acres or more of municipally
controlled properties shall be done in accordance with a site-specific nutrient application
schedule based on appropriate soil tests. The nutrient application schedule shall be
designed to maintain the optimal health of the turf or garden vegetation. All properties
subject to this section shall be identified on an MS4 map.
3. Street Sweeping and Catch Basin Cleaning:
a) If street sweeping or catch basin cleaning is utilized to meet a water quality
requirement under this permit, sweeping and catch basin shall continue at the frequency
specified in the SWMP. The number of lane miles swept, number of catch basins cleaned,
and the weight in tons of the material collected shall be tracked and included in the Annual
Report.
b) Material collected through street sweeping and catch basin cleaning shall be handled
and stored in a manner that prevents contamination of storm water runoff and shall be
disposed of or beneficially reused in accordance with applicable solid and hazardous waste
statutes and administrative codes. Non-storm water discharges to waters of the state
associated with dewatering and drying material collected under subsection a) of this
section are not authorized by this permit.
Note: Information on managing waste and materials is available on the
Department’s Internet site at: https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/Waste/. Information on
WPDES permits for non-storm water discharges is available on the Department’s
Internet site at: https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/wastewater/
4. Management of Leaves and Grass Clippings:
If the permittee provides leave and grass clipping collection, the program shall include the
following:
a) A description of the leaf collection program, including pick-up methodology and equipment
used, timing of associated street cleaning, standard operating procedures, schedule and
frequency, and instructions for residents and property owners.
b) Identification of leave disposal locations.
c) An estimate of the weight in tons of material collected annually and a description of how
the weight is estimated.
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d) By April 30, 2024, a description of the BMPs which the permittee employs or will employ
to its leaf collection program that reduce nutrient loading to the receiving waters. The permittee
shall consider source, transport and discharge location when considering BMPs for the leaf
collection program.
5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Planning:
All municipal garages, municipal storage areas, and other public works related municipal
facilities shall have a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). The SWPPPs shall:
a) Be developed and implemented by December 31, 2021 for sites without a SWPPP.
b) Include the information under s. NR 216.27 (3), Wis. Adm. Code, minus the monitoring
requirements under s. NR 216.27 (3) (l), Wis. Adm. Code.
Note: The SWPPP requirements can be located here:
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/code/admin_code/nr/200/216/II/27.
c) Conduct and document quarterly visual inspections of the property and annual facility
compliance inspections.
d) Describe spill prevention and response for each facility.
e) Contain procedures for annual training of municipal staff on implementation of the
SWPPP.
6. Internal Training and Education:
The permittee shall provide education for appropriate municipal and other personnel
involved in implementing their community’s pollution prevention programs.
Documentation shall be maintained of the date, the names of each person attending, and
the content of the training.
Failure to implement the state regulations cited above in Part II.G will result in the City of Glendale being
found in non-compliance with the North Shore Group’s WPDES storm water permit. An accepted practice for
establishing written documentation of maintenance activities is through the use of Standard Operating Procedures,
or SOPs. This SOP has been prepared and issued for Pollution Prevention and has been named City of Glendale SOP
No. MS4-SOP-3.
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INTRODUCTION
Objectives: This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) prescribes the procedures to be used when
performing Pollution Prevention activities in the City of Glendale MS4 area as follows:
• Provide background to the City staff regarding permit requirements for Pollution Prevention.
• Provide procedures to the City staff for implementing and maintaining a Pollution Prevention
Program.
• Provide tools for tracking and documenting efforts towards achieving the goals for Pollution
Prevention.
• Create general acceptance of Stormwater Regulations throughout the City.
Applicable/Responsible Personnel: All City staff performing and managing activities related to Pollution
Prevention in the City of Glendale. See the Contact Information on page eight (8) of this document for
specific City personnel responsible for the Pollution Prevention program.
Previous Policy and Procedures Canceled/Superseded: MS4 program procedures governing Pollution
Prevention that were in use at the time of the effective date of this SOP.

POLICY
The City of Glendale will maintain a Pollution Prevention Program for the purpose of reducing floatables
and other pollutants from the City’s separate storm sewers and conveyance systems. This SOP will identify
the components of the program that address the WPDES permit requirements. Each component will
address procedures and record keeping and reporting methods and requirements. Each section requires
identification of a person(s) responsible for overseeing the program and ensuring that all permit
requirements are being met and are able to provide the necessary documentation to the WDNR as
requested, or on the MS4 annual report. The program components will be assessed annually to determine
if any modifications need to be made in order to improve efficiencies and/or to meet all permit
requirements.

STORMWATER BMP INSPECTIONS & MAINTENANCE
PROCEDURES
The City of Glendale maintains a maintenance and inspection program of municipally and privately owned
stormwater best management practices (BMPs). This includes routine and non-routine inspection and maintenance
of City and privately owned BMPs, including Detention Basins, Swales, and Bioretention Basins. The procedures
and inspection form for this program can be found in Appendix A in the document titled, “Maintenance and
Inspection of Storm Water Management Best Practices”. All applicable City personnel are to be trained properly
on the procedures, as well as where the document can be found. Any changes to these procedures will result in an
updated document, record of when and why changes occurred, and subsequent training for all applicable City
personnel.

REPORTING & RECORD KEEPING
The City will utilize the inspection and maintenance forms that are included in the document, “Maintenance and
Inspection of Storm Water Management Best Practices”. Completed forms will be filed in the MS4 Binder in the
Director of Public Works’ Office. and provided to the WDNR during the MS4 Annual Report, or as requested. As
City of Glendale, Wisconsin
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stated above, any changes to municipal procedures will result in this document being updated, a description of the
update recorded in the Modifications section on page eight (8) of this SOP. Additionally, any changes should be
summarized in the MS4 Annual Report or the next permit application, whichever comes sooner.
Measurable Goals
The City’s goal will be to maintain records of BMP inspections which will be reported on the MS4 Annual Report.

MUNICIPAL STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN (SWPPP)
PROCEDURES
The City of Glendale will continue to implement Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans (SWPPP) for applicable City
owned facilities. A SWPPP is a site-specific document that identifies potential sources of storm water pollutants,
describes practices to reduce those pollutants, and outlines procedures that the facility will implement to comply
with the terms of the WPDES permit. All SWPPPs will be updated if any changes occur at the facility and will train
City personnel accordingly on those changes. Currently, the City maintains two (2) facilities that require a SWPPP:
1. Village of Whitefish Bay / City of Glendale Municipal Yard – West
2. Department of Public Works Facilities

REPORTING & RECORD KEEPING
The City will continue to ensure that all applicable City personnel are aware of facility SWPPPs and are properly
trained on the procedures outlined in each document. A current copy of each SWPPP is stored in the MS4 Binder
located in the Director of Public Works’ Office. Should any changes occur at the facility that require an update to
the SWPPP, the City will document in the Modifications section of that SWPPP, train City personnel accordingly, and
submit an updated SWPPP with the MS4 Annual Report.
Measurable Goals
The City’s goal will be to maintain records of yard inspections which will be reported on the MS4 Annual Report.

STREET SWEEPING
PROCEDURES
Street sweeping for the City of Glendale is completed by the Public Works Department. Once the winter weather
is no longer present in the City, typically beginning in the month of March or April, the City will begin to perform
street sweeping based on the direction the Director of Public Works. The City conducts street sweeping activities
along approximately 150 lane miles of City streets. During each street sweeping event, the Department conducts a
complete sweeping of the entire City. Each event takes the City on average two (2) to three (3) weeks to complete.
On average, the City maintains a monthly frequency of street sweeping.
All street sweeping debris is collected and disposed of in a solid waste dumpster located at the City of Glendale
Public Works Yard. The dumpster is disposed of by a third party contractor as needed. The amount of debris that
City of Glendale, Wisconsin
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is collected is tracked based on the weight of the dumpster and the billing invoices from the disposal company.
The City utilizes this information as part of the record keeping and reporting portion of this SOP.

REPORTING & RECORD KEEPING
The City of Glendale Public Works Department shall record all street sweeping activities. City personnel utilizes
paper maps to keep track of street sweeping activities. Once an entire map has been completed, it is filed in the
MS4 Binder in The Director of Public Works’ Office. Additionally, the street sweeping machine is equipped with a
GPS device that can record the activity of the machine. The Director of Public Works is able to generate a report to
show the completed routes, as needed. The amount of debris collected during sweeping activities, are reported
on the MS4 Annual Report.
Measurable Goals
The City’s goal will be to maintain records of total amount of material collected by street sweeping and will be
reported on the MS4 Annual Report.

CATCH BASIN CLEANING
PROCEDURES
The City of Glendale Public Works Department maintains 1,613 catch basins (with sumps) and 1,147 inlets (without
sumps) throughout the City MS4 Area. The City has created a City Wide Storm Sewer Catch Basin Cleaning and
Inspection Plan. The plan has outlined a three (3) year cleaning and inspection cycle, utilizing a private contractor
and city staff. Once the leaf season is complete, each catch basin (with sumps) is inspected and cleaned once every
year; while each inlet (without sumps) is inspected and cleaned every three (3) years. Catch basins and inlets are
cleaned utilizing a City owned vacuum truck, or by contractor owned equipment for the portion that is cleaned and
inspected by a private contractor.
All street sweeping debris is collected and disposed of in a solid waste dumpster located at the City of Glendale
Public Works Yard. The dumpster is disposed of by a third party contractor as needed. The amount of debris that
is collected is tracked based on the weight of the dumpster and the billing invoices from the disposal company.
The City utilizes this information as part of the record keeping and reporting portion of this SOP.

REPORTING & RECORD KEEPING
The Glendale Public Works Department shall record all catch basin cleaning activities. City and Contractor personnel
shall utilize paper maps and inspection forms to track how many and which catch basins were cleaned. Once an
entire map has been completed, it is filed in the MS4 Binder in The Director of Public Works’ Office. Additionally,
the number of catch basins cleaned each year and the volume of debris collected are reported on the MS4 Annual
Report.
Measurable Goals
The City’s goal will be to maintain records of total amount of catchbasins cleaned and will be reported on the MS4
Annual Report.
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LEAF AND YARD WASTE MANAGEMENT
PROCEDURES
The City of Glendale offers curbside leaf to its residents. Yard waste is collected by the City wide waste management
private contractor. The City informs its residents about this service through the City website, newsletter, and use
of social media. Residents are instructed to not pile material near a storm sewer in order to prevent organic material
from entering the storm sewer system.
Leaf material is collected utilizing City equipment, including: a leaf vacuum unit, a pusher unit, and a yard waste
truck. Each collection location is thoroughly cleaned at time of leaf collection to prevent any debris from entering
the storm sewer system. When weather allows, the City completes a street sweeping event after leaf collection.
The City of Glendale will pick up leave beginning early in October through November (contingent upon the weather)
provided the following procedures are followed:
1. Leaves raked to the curb and gutter, and road should areas will be collected by the City of Glendale
Department of Public Works.
2. Leaves placed on City right-of-ways for City pickup should be raked in long narrow piles that are within
reach of the leaf vacuum tube.
3. Piles should not extend into traffic lanes, thereby creating traffic hazards.
4. Crews will not pick up leaves mixed with debris, logs, branches, rocks, plastic, metal or glass containers or
any other type of refuse
5. Leaves should not be placed on City cul-de-sacs, vacant land or City property except on the public right-ofway along the curb and gutter, and road shoulder areas.
Roadways with curbs and gutters
Leaves should be placed on the pavement on the roadside of the curb. To prevent street flooding, do not place
leaves on top of storm sewer grates.
Roadways with shoulders
Leaves should be placed on the shoulder of the road and not to extend into the roadway.
Roadways with ditches
Leave should be placed no farther than 4 feet from the edge of the pavement, but in no event shall they extend
into the water flow line of the ditch.
Alley collection
Leaf collection will no longer be made from “dead end” or “no outlet” alleys.

REPORTING & RECORD KEEPING
The Glendale Public Works Department shall record all leaf collection activities. City personnel shall utilize paper
maps to track leaf collection. Once an entire map has been completed, it is filed in the MS4 Binder in The Director
of Public Works’ Office.
Measurable Goals
The City’s goal will be to maintain records of total amount of leaf material collected and will be reported on the
MS4 Annual Report.
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WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT
PROCEDURES
The City’s goal for winter road management is to make roadways safe for the public and to limit the effect on the
receiving waters to the maximum extent possible. The City of Glendale is responsible for approximately 150 lane
miles of City roadways during winter road management operations. While plowing is the primary means of snow
removal, the City performs de-icing practices in an attempt to keep snow from bonding to the pavement, which
allows for more thorough clearing of the pavement. The following procedures are in place during winter road
management throughout the City MS4 area:
1. The City mechanic staff calibrates all salt and brine applying machinery at the beginning of each season,
following the manufacturer’s guidelines for calibration. Each piece of equipment is calibrated before the
snow removal season begins in order to ensure that the correct amount of material is used. Calibration
records are kept for 5 years.
2. The Director of Public Works, the Public Works Superintendent and the lead mechanic set the application
rate of all equipment based on the snow event, the temperature and road conditions.
3. Department of Public Works staff attends salt reduction workshops and works with other local
municipalities to ensure that Best Management Practices are implemented.
4. The quantity of salt and brine are tracked on a monthly basis and reported on the annual report.
5. The City pre-wets with Calcium Chloride based on pavement temperatures using a mixture that contains
90% Brine and 10% Calcium Chloride.
6. All salt is stored at the Public Works Yard in a covered building. The City is able to ensure that all material
is stored away from storm drains that lead to surrounding waterways.
7. Each year, the City of Glendale Department of Public Works budgets and purchases a new snow removal
truck that replaces an older model. The City will continue this until all older model trucks are replaced
with updated equipment that include brine applicator tanks and pavement temperature sensors.
8. The City monitors pavement temperatures using a hand-held laser, as well as utilizing pavement
temperature information through a subscription with the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee Meteorology
Department.
9. Roadways considered major collectors and arterials will be treated with salt, as necessary.
10. Roadways considered secondary, will only be treated with salt in the intersections, along curves and hills,
and mid-block, as necessary.
11. The City regularly cleans and inspects all salt and brine applying equipment.
12. At the end of the season, the City cleans and maintains the trucks, tanks, brine-making systems and pumps
according to manufacturer specifications.
13. Any material that remains at the end of the season is stored securely on an impervious surface in a securely
covered building.

REPORTING & RECORD KEEPING
The City of Glendale recognizes that thorough documentation helps use less material, reduce cost and
environmental impacts, while allowing the Public Works Department to operate a more effective winter road
management program. The Public Works Department shall maintain records regarding all winter road management
operations. City personnel shall utilize paper maps to track their salting route. A copy of the salting route map is
filed in the MS4 Binder in The Director of Public Works’ Office. As well as the following items:
1. Equipment calibrations.
City of Glendale, Wisconsin
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2. Salt and Brine material use.
3. Salt storage area inspections conducted by the WisDOT.
Measurable Goals
The City’s goal will be to lower the amount of salt applied on average over the five year permit term. This will be
measured by maintaining records of total amount of salt applied in the reporting years and comparing the previous
5 year salt applied.

NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
PROCEDURES
The City of Glendale’s Nutrient Management Plan is implemented by a private contractor procured with a 3-year
contract. Additionally, the City maintains on staff, at a minimum, one employee that is certified to apply pesticides
or herbicides as needed throughout the season. The City follows specific guidelines when purchasing, storing and
applying chemicals throughout the City MS4 area:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Only a Certified Pesticide Applicator may apply pesticides or herbicides.
Private contractor shall base Nutrient Management Plan on appropriate soil tests.
Use proper Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) when handling and applying chemicals.
All personnel handling, mixing and applying chemicals to be trained on the location and use of MSDS.
Personnel applying chemicals are to read the MSDS for each product they use.
Calibrate application equipment to ensure proper amount of product is applied.
Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for handling, mixing and applying chemicals.
Mix only enough chemicals for immediate use.
Purchase products only as needed and use before the end of the spraying season.
Use caution when spraying product near a waterway or storm drain structure.
Use a designated wash station to wash equipment.
Do not apply products when the ground is frozen.
Do not apply products when public is utilizing parks or green spaces.

REPORTING & RECORD KEEPING
The City will keep an updated record of all chemical use throughout the City MS4 area and include on the MS4
Annual Report:
1. Keep an up-to-date inventory of all Turf Management chemicals stored by the City. The list should include
the name of the product, manufacturer, number of containers, and expiration date.
2. Maintain a binder of all MSDS for chemicals used throughout the City.
3. Keep an up-to-date list of all Certified Pesticide Applicators.
4. Keep an up-to-date contract of Turf Management Plan.
Measurable Goals
The City’s goal will be to maintain a record of nutrient applications on an annual basis. This will be measured by
reporting annually how many applications happened within the year.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
The City of Glendale has identified the person(s) responsible for overseeing the Pollution Prevention
Program as outline in this SOP. The City Staff identified below is responsible for ensuring that all permit
requirements are being met and necessary documentation is being maintained to conduct a program
evaluation and to complete the MS4 Annual Report.
NAME
Charlie Imig
Steve Scheldroup

TITLE
Director of Public Works
Superintendent of Public Works

PHONE
(414) 228-1746
(414) 228-1749

EMAIL
c.imig@glendalewi.gov
s.scheldroup@glendalewi.gov

MODIFICATIONS
Any changes to this SOP shall be documented in the table below. If a change to the SOP occurs, the updated
SOP shall be submitted to the WDNR with the MS4 Annual Report.

DATE

City of Glendale, Wisconsin

DESCRIPTION

NAME
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SOP APPROVAL/ADOPTION
This SOP has been approved and adopted by the following individuals and is effective immediately:

Charlie Imig
Director of Public Works
City of Glendale
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Section 1: Overview
1.1 Introduction
The City of Glendale has prepared the following Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for the
City’s Department of Public Works Facilities. This report is prepared in compliance with the conditions
of the NR 216 (Appendix E) permit pursuant to Part III.D.4 of Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (WPDES) Permit Issuance No. WI-S061565-04 (Appendix F). This report provides information
related to the daily operations and maintenance activities for the Department of Public Works Facilities.
This SWPPP describes the facilities and its operations, identifies potential sources of stormwater
pollution at each location, recommends appropriate best management practices (BMPs) or pollution
control measures to reduce the discharge of pollutants in stormwater runoff, describes the inspection
schedule and reporting requirements for the facilities and provides for periodic review of this SWPPP.

1.2 Objectives
The primary goal of the stormwater permit program is to improve the quality of surface waters in the
City’s MS4 by reducing the amount of pollutants potentially contained in the stormwater runoff. The
purpose of this SWPPP is to provide the following:
1. Identification of potential sources of stormwater and non-stormwater contamination to the
MS4 system from the facility;
2. Identification of and recommendation of appropriate source area control BMPs designed to
reduce or prevent stormwater contamination from occurring;
3. Identification of stormwater treatment BMPs to reduce potential pollutants within
contaminated stormwater prior to discharging to the MS4 system and to the waters of the state;
4. Prescribe actions needed either to bring non-stormwater discharges under WPDES permit or to
remove these discharges from the storm drainage system;
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1.3 Stormwater Pollution Prevention Team
The stormwater pollution prevention team is responsible for developing, implementing, maintaining,
and revising this SWPPP. The members of the team are familiar with the management and operations
of the City of Glendale Public Works Department.
The member(s) of the team and their responsibilities are as follows:
Chief:

Title:

Charlie Imig

Director of Public Works

Phone: 414-228-1746
Responsibilities: Implementing and maintaining program, submitting reports, conducting the annual
compliance evaluation, signing and submitting the required certifications, point-of-contact for
regulatory officials.
Leader: Steve Scheldroup

Title:

Superintendent of Public Works

Phone: 414-228-1749
Responsibilities: Implementing and maintaining program, record keeping, conducting inspections,
employee training, daily onsite housekeeping.
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1.3 SWPPP Certification
Operator:

City of Glendale

Operator Address:

5909 N. Milwaukee River Parkway
Glendale, WI 53209

Name of Facilities:

City of Glendale Department of Public Works Facility

Facility Address:

5909 N. Milwaukee River Parkway
Glendale, WI 53209

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction
or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gather
and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the
system or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted is
to the best of my knowledge and belief true, accurate and complete. I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting false information including the possibility of fine and imprisonment
for knowing violations and blatantly ignoring them.
Name:

Charlie Imig

Title:

Signature:

Municipal Facilities Operations and Planning
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Section 2: Municipal Facilities
2.1 Department of Public Works Facility
Facility Information
Name of Facility: City of Glendale Department of Public Works Facility
Address: 5909 N. Milwaukee River Parkway; Glendale, WI 53209
County: Milwaukee County
Watershed: Milwaukee River South
HUC: 040400030606
Latitude and Longitude:
Latitude:
43° 07’ 30” N
Longitude:
87° 55’ 51” W
Source: WDNR Surface Water Data Viewer

Contact Information
Facility Operator:

Charlie Imig
5909 N. Milwaukee River Parkway
Glendale, WI 53209
T: 414-228-1746
Email: c.imig@glendalewi.gov

Impervious Cover
Total site area: 3.9 Acres
Impervious cover (buildings, pavement): 2.1 Acres
Percent impervious: 54%

Activities at the Facility
In addition to the Department of Public Works Staff offices, the City of Glendale Public Works Facility
consists of a vehicle and equipment maintenance garage, vehicle storage, vehicle washing and minimal
chemical storage.

Facility Site Map
See Figure 12 at the end of this section for the Facility Site Map of the Glendale Department of Public
Works Facility.
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Discharge Information
Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act requires each state to assess and publish a list of impaired waters
every two years. Impaired waters do not meet water quality standards and may not support recreation
or public health and welfare. The Public Works Facility storm sewer system ultimately discharges into
the Milwaukee River. The Milwaukee River is listed on the 2018 303(d) list of impaired waterbodies for
E. coli, metals, phosphorous, and PCBs. Each of these impairments are defined below.
E. Coli
E. coli is a bacteria present in the feces of warm-blooded animals. E. coli in surface waters indicates the
presence of pathogens that can cause illness in humans.
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
PCBs, which are now banned in the United States, can accumulate in fish tissue from both the water in
which fish live and the food the fish consume if either or both have been contaminated in the past.
Metals
Heavy metals, such as zinc, nickel copper and lead when dissolved in surface waters can have harmful
effects on aquatic life. When dissolved, metals can interfere with the bodily functions of fish and
aquatic insects.
Phosphorus, Total
Phosphorus promotes plant growth. Excessive phosphorous can cause an excess of algae blooms which
affect the amount of oxygen in the water and decrease light penetration.

Potential Pollutant Sources
The primary activities which can contribute potential pollutants to stormwater runoff are listed below.
Activity

Associated Pollutant

Vehicle Maintenance

Oil, antifreeze, brake cleaner, lubricants

Vehicle Storage

Oil, antifreeze

Vehicle Washing

Mud, rock, silt, detergent, sand, vehicle oil and other vehicle fluids

Chemical Storage

Paint, pesticides, fertilizer

Material Storage

Salt, gravel, top soil, brine mixture, mulch

Stormwater Control Measures (BMPs)
The City of Glendale havs implemented a variety of measures to minimize and reduce stormwater runoff
from the Public Works Facility. Stormwater management controls, or BMPs, are implemented to reduce
the amount of pollutants associated with the Public Works Facility from entering the City’s MS4 and
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from reaching nearby water resources. The following stormwater control measures are currently in
place to minimize exposure of pollutants to stormwater:
Vehicle Maintenance
• Vehicle maintenance is performed inside covered buildings
• Floor drains in maintenance bays all drain directly into sanitary sewer
• Maintenance facility is regularly visually inspected for any noticeable leaks
• Floors are routinely swept to minimize the build-up of pollutants
Vehicle Storage
• Vehicles are stored inside covered buildings
• Floor drains in maintenance bays all drain directly into the sanitary sewer
• Motor oil, antifreeze and other minor operations materials are stored in properly labeled
containers
• Facility is regularly visually inspected for any noticeable leaks
• Vehicles are regularly visually inspected for any noticeable leaks or required maintenance
• Floors are routinely swept to minimize the build-up of pollutants
• Any leaks found in vehicles require a drip pan to be placed under the vehicle immediately upon
discovery
Vehicle Washing
• Vehicle washing operations drain directly to the sanitary sewer
Chemical Storage
• All chemicals used for the operations of the Public Works Facility are stored indoors
• A full list of items along with their Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) are available at the Public
Works Facility
Material Storage
• All materials are stored in covered buildings
• The storm sewer system is protected from any material entering the system
Good Housekeeping
Good housekeeping practices are designed to maintain a clean and orderly work environment. This
will reduce the potential for significant materials to come in contact with stormwater. The following
practices are included in the Public Works Facility good housekeeping routine.
•
•
•
•

Routine sweeping is done in the vehicle storage and maintenance areas
Oil dry is available in the Public Works Facility and disposed of through a licensed disposal
company
Used oil rags and oil filters are drained and disposed of properly
Vehicle batteries and tires are routinely recycled

Preventive Maintenance
Preventive maintenance involves the inspection, testing, and cleaning of facility equipment and
operational systems before use. These inspections will help to uncover conditions that might lead
Municipal Facilities Operations and Planning
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to a release of materials. The following equipment/activities are included in the inspection schedule
for the Public Works Facility:
• Vehicles
• Equipment
Pollution Prevention Training
• The pollution prevention team and responsible employees are trained on the requirements of
the SWPPP and methods for its implementation. They are familiar with pollution prevention,
pollutant sources, and City BMPs.
• Public Works Management and Staff attend stormwater management related courses and
seminars conducted by institutions such as, the UW Extension Office, American Public Works
Association (APWA), Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD), and Southeastern
Wisconsin Watersheds Trust, Inc. (Sweet Water).

Figure 4. Chemical Storage

Figure 2. Vehicle Storage
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Figure 5. Oil Storage

Figure 6. Oil Storage

Figure 8. Salt Storage

Figure 9. Material Storage

Figure 10. Salt Storage
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Figure 11. Spill Clean Up Material
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Spills and Leaks
Spill Prevention and Response Procedures
Spills and leaks together are the largest source of stormwater pollution. Thus, this SWPPP specifies
material handling procedures and storage requirements for significant materials. The Director of
Public Works is responsible for maintenance and implementation of this plan. The following general
procedures have been developed for spill response for the Public Works Facility:
• Emergency – dial 911
o Major spills are defined as an emergency condition and generally include hazardous
materials.
o Included in Appendix D of this SWPPP is an email from the North Shore Fire Department
that includes the North Shore Fire Department Standard Operating Procedures
document regarding Hazardous Materials (HAZMAT) Incident Response, Reporting and
Notifications (Section 700 SOP 711)
• Nonemergency
o Utilize on-site materials to contain the spill and pick up (floor dry or oil sorb napkins).
Dispose in an appropriate container and contact licensed contractor to remove from
site.
The City of Glendale will document large spills and leaks which take place at the facility in the below
table.
Date

Description
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Future Stormwater Control Measures
During SWPPP development, additional stormwater control measures were targeted for
implementation. This section of the SWPPP should be a living document and the measures targeted for
the Public Works Facility may change as updates are implemented. The City will work to implement the
following BMPs to the maximum extent practicable and as budget allows.
• Review and update existing spill prevention and response procedures, including an inventory
and update of spill response materials and signage.
• Review and update existing Department of Public Works staff training for stormwater pollution
prevention at the Public Works facility.
o Develop an annual training schedule for Public Works staff that includes the following
topics:
 Spill Prevention and Response
 BMP Inspection and Maintenance
 Winter Road Maintenance
 Construction Erosion Control
 Illicit Discharge Detection and Reporting
 Good Housekeeping Procedures
 Material Storage Techniques
o All training events and attendance will be documented by the Public Works
Superintendent utilizing the City of Glendale Employee Training Tracking Form located in
Appendix C of this document.

Inspections
The Public Works Department is required to conduct both quarterly inspections and an annual facility
inspection. The objective is to analyze the existing SWPPP and make any changes or revisions to
increase the effectiveness of the stormwater measures. All inspection documentation shall be kept in
the MS4 Binder located in the office of the Director of Public Works, and submitted with the MS4 Annual
Report.
Quarterly Inspections:
The purpose of the quarterly inspection is to look for evidence of, or the potential for, pollutants
entering the stormwater drainage system. The inspections confirm that potential pollutant sources
are being properly controlled. Quarterly inspections are to take place on or near the first of the
following months: January, April, July and October and require a completed inspection form that
can be found in Appendix B of this document. Quarterly inspections will be performed by the
Department of Public Works Superintendent or their designee. Inspections are performed by a
person specifically trained in inspection protocols. Inspections will address the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Potential sources of stormwater pollutants
Indoor chemical storage areas (i.e. motor oil, antifreeze, etc.)
Loading/unloading areas
Areas where spills/leaks have occurred in the past
Inspect storm sewer structures located within facility for evidence of pollutants entering the
drainage system and adversely impacting the receiving water body
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Annual Inspections:
Annual inspections will be performed at least once a year and require a completed inspection form
that can be found in Appendix B of this document. Annual inspections will occur on or near the
beginning of May. Annual inspections will be performed by the Department of Public Works
Superintendent or their designee. Inspections are performed by a person specifically trained in
inspection protocols. The purpose of the annual inspection is to address the following topics, as
applicable:
• Modify or update the site map to reflect current conditions
• Identify all potential pollution sources
• Verify that source and structural controls have been implemented, are being maintained, and
are effective in controlling stormwater pollution
• Determine if improvements or additional control measures are needed
• Inspect the availability of adequate spill response equipment and supplies
If it is found during the annual inspection that the SWPPP is lacking in a particular area, revisions to
the SWPPP shall be made to continue to minimize the potential for pollutants to be discharged. If
revisions to the SWPPP are required, then those changes shall be documented in Section 3 - SWPPP
Modifications. Updated SWPPPs shall be submitted with the MS4 Annual Report any time that
revisions are made.

Record Keeping and Reporting
Facility Inspections, both quarterly and annual, shall be All inspection documentation shall be kept in the
MS4 Binder located in the office of the Director of Public Works. Additionally, a copy of the current
SWPPP for the facility shall be located with the completed inspection forms. The Public Works
Superintendent is responsible for ensuring that all inspections are taking place, inspection forms are
completed properly, are filed in the designated location and are submitted with the MS4 Annual Report.
All inspection reports are to be kept on record for a minimum of five (5) years.
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Figure 12. Facility Map of the Public Works Building and Yard
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Section 3: SWPPP Modifications
List below the updates or modifications made to the SWPPP as necessary. Attach pages or files as
necessary to illustrate the modification. Updated SWPPPs will be submitted with the MS4 Annual
Report for any calendar year that revisions are made.
Date

Description

Name
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EMERGENCY CONTACTS
Contact

Telephone Number

Primary Contact – Director of Public Works
Name – Charlie Imig

Office: 414-228-1746
Cell:

Alternate Contact – Superintendent of Public Works
Name – Steve Scheldroup

Office: 414-228-1749

Emergency/Fire/Ambulance/Police/HazMat Response

911

Milwaukee County Office of Emergency Management

1-414-257-4709

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 24 Hour Spill Reporting Hotline

1-800-943-0003

U.S. EPA Region V Spill Reporting
National Response Center (may be contacted for any spill)

1-312-353-2318
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Appendix B: Public Works Yard Facility
Inspection Form
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Appendix C: Pollution Prevention Employee
Training Tracking Form
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Appendix D: North Shore Fire Department SOP
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Appendix E: s. NR 216.27, Wis. Adm. Code
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